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VOLUME THIRTY-FIVE.

WHOLE NUMBER, 1795

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1909.
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

g

B . H O R N IN G , M. IK,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
OOLLEQEVILIsE, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

AJ

Y. W E B E R , M. D .,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office H ours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 too p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17,

jm

A. K R U S E N , M. D .,

NORRISTOWN, PA.
OFFICE ROOMS; THIRTY, THIRTY-TWO
AND THIRTY-FOUR BOYER ARCADE.
H o u r s , 8 to 9
T e l e p h o n e s , Bell 718- d
2 to 8
Keystone 307
7 to 8 ■ Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

8 . D . C O R N IS H ,

D E N T IST ,
OOLLEOEYII'I'E. PA.
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

DR . FRANK

JT

W . S C H E C B E N ’S

SHAVING PA RLO R,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.

E F S e c o n d D o o r A b o v e R a ilr o a d .
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

J J E N R Y BOW ER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
OOLLEGEYILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.

Q . E # . J . H A LL M A N ,.

C a rp e n te r a n d B uilder,
NEAR MONT CLARE. P. O. Address—R.
D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa. All kinds of carpenter
work, by the day, or by contract. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
10 28.

J ^ A N I E L M. A N D E R S ,

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

BRANDRETH,

(Successor to Ur. Okas, Ryckman,)

D E N T IST ,

INSURANCE EFFECTED.

BOYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

jj^ A Y N E B . L O N G ST R E T H ,

FIRST-CLASS

A tto r n e y -a t- L aw ,

Single and Double Heaters
Ranges, Cook Stoves,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroier Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar. WICKLESS

J J A R V E Y L SH O M O ,

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
8U SWEDE STB EET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROY ERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

OIL HEATERS, RADI
ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
a t the right prices, and good service guar
anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
give all my patrons satisfaction.

F. C. P O L E Y,
l im e r ic k s q u a r e

,

pa

.

y j E R B E R T U . M O ORE,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
AJLBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6>16.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,

a

L . EV A N S,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,

828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

THOMAS H A L L M A N ,

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
888 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my re8idence( next door to National Bank,
Collegeville. every evening.
1-86.

BASEBALL STRATEGY.
T h . Old Ones.
“We’ll have to give up the idea of
puttin’ pictures in the parlor, Jane.’’
remarked old John Turnipseed as he
threw the bridle under the table.
“Why?” asked his wife.
"Too dear! Why. I priced ope in
town today, and the dealer sex. sex he,
‘That’s an old master; it’s price is
£600.’

“ ‘Why,’ sex I, *it looks like a second
hand pictnr’.’
“ ‘Yes, it is,’ sex he.
“Then, thinks 1, if a secondhand
pictnr* costs that much it’s no use to
price a new on. So, Jane, 1 reckon we’ll
have to hang np a few mottoes, ‘God
Bless Our Home’ and the like, and let
the pictur’s go.”—Pearson’s Weekly.

City d Snow Whits Domes.
The little city of El-Oued. with its
population of 8,000 people, at the ex
J
STROUD W EBER)
trem e sontb of the province of Con
stantine, in Algeria, is unique even for
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
a Mohammedan city, because of the
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN. great number of its snow white domes
or cupolas. So extraordinary Is the
Can be consulted every evening a t his resi great number of these cupolas that
dence in Ev&nsburg. Both ’phones.
11-28
many writers have referred to El-Oued
as "the city of a thousand cupolas.”
8 . G . F IN K B I N E R ,
The homes of the residents of El-Oued
are constructed of white plaster and
were it not for the whiteness of the
R eal E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e , domes
would be taken at a cursory
glance to be a city of coke ovens.—
DOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
Popular Mechanics.
PUBLIC. BOYERSFORD, PA.

J O H N J . R A D C L IF F ,

P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL*
LEGEVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and good
work and material guaranteed. Fnll line wall
paper and paint for sale.

Jg

S . POL.EY,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
THAPPE, PA

Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28
P

S . K O O N 8,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.

S la te r a n d R o o fer,

And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

TJW W A B D D A V ID ,

-El

Paint,
P
a i n t e r and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
OOLLEGEYILLE, PA. 49* Samples of paper
always on hand.

Not Anxious.
“You have quite a number of the
poets.” said Good by. who was inspect
ing Woodby’s library. “Ah. there’s
Browning! Do you understand him?”
“No; I don’t,” said Woodby.
“Ah,” said Goodby. continuing his
examination, “have you Praed?"
“Certainly not. What’s the use of
praying? I ain’t anxious to under
stand him.”—Philadelphia Record.
True honor leaves no room for hesi
tation or doubt.—Plutarch.

J O S E P H 8. HRATZ,

1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

last thousand cents to do it!” said
Professor Henry and laughingly pre
dicted the repetition of the famous old
tale of the Pied Piper of Hameiin.
Several days later the "rat king’*
appeared in Washington. He was al
most as short as he was broad and
wore clothes too loose for description;
they had no shape. He carried a large
oilcloth sack and a covered basket.
His penetrating blue eyes were almost
covered by shaggy eyebrows, and his
blond hair had not been cut, but hag
gled. His manner was short and
brisk, and be went straight to the
point, talking to Professor Henry in
German.
He declared that not a rat would be
in the building three days hence if his
directions were obeyed. During that
time he would stay in the basement
alone; every door was to be locked,
and on no account was he to be dis
turbed until he gave them the signal.
So they left him in absolute darkness
and carried out his directions.
Od Sunday morning the queer old
man emerged from the darkness so
confident of bis success that be re
fused to accept the money which was
his dne then and there, but insisted
th at Professor Henry mail the check
to him in Philadelphia the following
week.
“Now you can leave yonr food in the
basement, and it won’t be touched.
And I won’t take a cent if yon are
troubled with rats,” were his parting
words.
Cheese aud cake were directly placed
about the building to tempt the rats.
Morning after morning they were
found as they had been left, and from
that day to this the Smithsonian insti
tution has never been seriously trou
bled with rats. And no one has ever
found ont the secret of the “rat king’s”
method.—Youth’s Companion.

THE RAT KING.
His Method Was Successful, but It
Remains a Secret.
In the early sixties of the last cenlury the Smithsonian institution was
infested with rats. Nothing in the
building seemed to be rat proof. They
ate skins cured with arsenical soap or
table linen or the contents of Professor
Henry’s pantry without discrimination.
Every one in the city, from Professor
Henry to the bootblack, had one sub
ject in common, and that was “rats.”
As Professor Henry, who lived in
the east end of the building, was lis
tening to an account of the ruin
wrought in his home daring th at day
Professor Spencer Baird walked in
and said, just all if he bad been fol
lowing every word of the family con
versation, “I have just been told that
there is a man in Philadelphia who
can rid this place of rats.”
Professor Henry’s eyes expressed
interest and incredulity a t the same
moment.
"I have his address here,” went on
the assistant secretary. “He calls
himself the Tatten konlg’ and won’t
take a cent if a rat remains and has”—
“We’ll .send ..far. him if it takes our

A Bit of Quick Thinking and Good
Play on the Diamond.
The quickest thinking I ever saw on
a baseball field was done by Tommy
McCarthy, the Boston outfielder of
years ago. Tom Browne, one of the
speediest runners th at ever played
baseball, was on second base, and New
York needed one run to tie the score.
Jack Doyle, then a great batter, was
at bat, and it seemed certain that a
base hit by Doyle would tie the score
and perhaps win the game, as there
was but one out, and Browne was so
speedy he could score from second
base on almost any kind of a safe b it
McCarthy crept closer to the infield on
left, realizing that, although he could
throw with wonderful rapidity and ac
curacy, the chances were all against
throwing Browne out at the plate un
less he was close and the ball came to
him quickly. Doyle drove a hard line
bit straight to the left field. Browne
went scudding toward third base.
Doyle raced for first, and McCarthy
plunged forward a t top speed. The
fielder reached the ball on its first
bound, grabbed it and without stop
ping or looking threw with terrific
force and perfect aim across the dia
mond into the first baseman’s hands.
Browne had stopped a t third base.
Doyle, who had turned first with the
Intention of sprinting to second, was
caught standing still ten feet from
( first The next batter went out on a
fly, and Boston won the game.
After the game I asked McCarthy
concerning the play. “Well.” he ex
plained, "Browne is a quick thinker.
He saw ju st how hard th at ball was
hit and knew he would be thrown
out at the plate unless I fumbled.
Doyle doesn’t think very fa s t and,
knowing th at be would turn first and
stop to see if I was throwing home, I
threw across to first and caught him.”
He figured th at out while the ball
was screaming through the air toward
him, probably reaching hix conclusions
and making the decision in four-fifths
of a second.—Hugh S. Fullerton in
American Magazine.
“Handle With Care.”
In her assumed character of mother
little Miss Dorothy, “going on five,”
spanked her new doll so vigorously
that the eyes dropped out. This acci
dent seemed to make quite an impres
sion on the young lady, and when it
came her turn to he reproved in the
good old fashioned way a few days
later she glanced np from her mother’s
knee as the exercises were about to
begin and plaintively observed:
"Better not spank too hard, mamma.
’Member what happened to the doll!”—
Philadelphia Ledger.

W ASHINGTON L ETTER . will be no scarcity of campaign or distress and remember that to err

T H IN G S O T H E R S T H I N K .

ators.
—I t’s funny how a man with hay
fever will always sneeze at every
thing
—When you see a man with a red
nose you you can usually be assured
that it has not been done in water
colors.
—Opportunity makes it a point to
knock at every one’s door, but it is
a good idea to send in your street
address to facilitate matters.
—The postage rate from the Un ited
States to England has been reduced
to 2 cents. A similar reduction in
the . rate to Sweden would make a
bigger hit with Minnesotans.
—A number of congressmen seem
to be numbered among Standard
Oil’s long list of by-products.
—Don’t kindle a fire in a girl’s
heart until you are certain you can
furnish the fuel to keep it going.
—“Kissing is overdone, ” says a
Boston woman. The fires of love
must be scorchers in the Hub.
—What’s in a name? When you
go after a dead beat you are liable
to find that there is a good deal in
the wife’s name.
—In the days of PoDce de Leon
great explorers spent years in
search for the fountain that would
make old people young again.
Nowadays if a man should start on
an expedition of that sort people
would believe that he had already
reached his second childhood.
—People economize so much on the
truth, it is no wonder they have to
stretch it for some occasions.
—I t ’s funny how a man will wake
up and lie awake on mornings that
he can lie abed if'he wants to.
—If some woman took as good care
care of tbeir husbands as they do of
their poodles the divorce mills would
be shy many a grist.
—A new religion has been invent
ed with only seven commandments.
If the members of the new church
keep the seven they will be pretty
well up to the average.
—A German chemist has discover
ed a method of using the humble
potatoasasubstitute for wood in the
manufacture of lead pencils. The
potato will make a new mark in the
world.
—Do not encourage anyone,
whether it be a child at school, or
a man in an office, in the disobedi
ence of a superior, for when you do
you strike a blow at the success of
the school or business life.
—Some poeple invest in watered
stock expecting in that way to furn
ish a waterway for their “ship to
come in.”
—When you get so you can let
your wife rub her feet along your
spinal column in the middle of win
ter without making any complaint,
you can rest assured that you have
reached that state of proficiency
known as a model husband.
—A Minneapolis pastor belieyes
in furnishing a light luncheon for
the inner man to be eaten while be
is furnishing a feast of reason for
the brain.

BY ELBERT BED E.

IN THE HOUR OF MISFORTUNE.

From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., Nov. 26,1909.—
Now that Thanksgiving is over, but
a little more than a week will elapse
before Congress assembles. The
city is rapidly filling up with Mem
bers of Congress and the Senate,
their families, secretaries, and
friends. The coming session prom
ises to be interesting, if not excit
ing. The city will, as usual, be re
plete with the many who habitually
spend the season here and from
time to time it will be crowded with
conventions. A single convention,
that of the Waterway Department,
is expected here next month, and it
is said that there will b$ as many as
5,000 delegates. Numbers of these
will, dofibtless, bring their families,
and, thus, early in the season the
hotels and boarding houses will
have a full complement of guests.
During the summer season the
.building, especially of apartment
bouses, has gone on more rapidly in
Washington than during any previ
ous summer and many commodious
apartment houses have been built,
and they are no soonerfinished than
they are taken up by the great many
wbo have contracted or are learning
the apartment house habit. Thous
ands of houses have also been built
in blocks, many of them sold. The
city is increasing in population and
! wealth, uDoubtless in time it will
be equal in splendor to the great
capitals)of the old world. Palatial
houses have been built, others are
in the course of construction. One
of the most conspicuous of these
will be the French Embassy build
ing. It will eclipse in grandeur
that of the British Embassy on Con
necticut avenue. The latter has
been for a long time the most im
posing diplomatic residence in
Washington. The British Govern
ment was the first to buy the
ground and build a home for its
representative at Washington and
for a long time the British Embassy
building was the most commodious
of all the diplomatic residences. In
recent years, however, a dozen or
more residences of millionaires and
multi-millionaires have eclipsed in
spaciousness and elegance the home
of the British Embassy. It has
still, however, held the first place
in its class. No other foreign em
bassy can compare with it. Now,
however, the one planned by the
French Government, and which will
be built almost entirely of material
brought from France and the French
Provinces, will eolipse in spacious
ness and elegance that of Great
Britain. The French Embassy
building will occupy ground on
Thirty-second and Decatur streets.
It will have a frontage of 385 feet on
one street with a depth of. 213 feet,
and it will be surrounded by landscape gardens such as are peculiar
to the more imposing residences of
France and especially of Paris.

THINGS WE THINK-THINGS
OTHERS THINK
A N D W H A T W B T H IN K O F T H E

------------------------l---A
—Most people don’t admire a
jollier, but he is head and shoulders
ahead of a pessimist.
—“ Tapeworms removed by the
foot” ougbtto be a good ad. for some
of these specialists.
—Some folks would like to know if
the milky way ever gets sour during
a thunderstorm.
—Don’t promise to do more than
you can perform and your reputation
for veracity will be good.
—“ Don’tbelieve but half that you
hear”—and don’t repeat that.
—The scales of justice usually
weigh correctly when honest judges
handle them.
—Give women the ballot and there

It is in the hour of misfortune,
when life’s pathway Ip dark and
dreary, when we have made some
grave mistake that has brought sor
row and distress to ourselves, rela
tives and friends; when our cup
seems runniug over and we are
shunoed by those from whom words
of encouragement and advice would
be of so muob worth and so gladly
welcomed that we are left to fight
our battles alone. The unfairest
portion of it all is that many of those
who know the bitterness of the
lonely fight are no more guilty than
our daily associates and friends,
except that they have committed the
unpardonable sin of being from
out.
Let us bear this in mind when
again we see a former associate in

is human and that to refuse to assist
the fallen is not divine.
FALL SPRAYING AND PRUNING.

A number of requests for informa
tion in regard to fall spraying and*
fall pruning reached Professor H.
A. Surface, State Zoologist of Penn
sylvania, recently. The following
reply to one of the letters received
will be of interest to owners of or
chards everywhere.
“Replying to your letter asking if
you must spray this fall for scales
insects, I beg to say that it is not
necessary to spray in the fall, but
if your trees are much infested, it is
better to spray both fall and spring.
If my trees were not badly infested.
I should spray only in the spring
when the buds are swelling. I con
sider this the best time of the year
to spray, and, of course, the boiled
lime-sulphur wash, either commer
cial or homemade, is my choice of
material.
“ In regard to fall pruning I can
say that this is quite as good as
spring pruning, the pruning being
done at any time when the leaves
are off. If you will prune your trees
this fall, you can then spray them
at any time during the fall, winter
or spring, and have good results in
killing the scale. Thoroughness of
spraying is necessary, and it will
be easier for you to do a complete
job after the trees are pruned than
before. Also, pruning helps to put
vigor into that part of the tree which
remains.”
SUN-DRIVEN ENGINES.

Following the principle developed
by Mr. Shuman in bis solar engine
at Philadelphia, Mr. Willsee has
contrived a new form of this appar
atus at Needles, California, from
which important results are antici
pated. In the Shuman engine the
solar heat is imprisoned, as in a hot
house, by passing the sun’s rays
through glass. Water is thus raised
to a boiling temperature, and a small
vertical engine is easily driven.
Mr. Willsee likewise uses the hot
house principle, but he applies'the
accumulated heat to vaporize a vola
tile liquid, sulphurous acid, by
which the engine is driven. He
estimate that below the parellel of
34 degrees latitude, one horse-power
of energy can be obtained from
about every 400 square feet of sur
face exposed to the solar rays.
DATE OF C H R IS T S BIRTH.

It is known that the Christian era
is older by several years than the
time assigned in the calendar; but
the precise year in which Christ was
born has never been finally deter
mined. Lieutenant Colonel G. Mackinlay has recontly investigated the
question anew, and has stated his
conclusions in a book, for which
Sir W. M. Ramsay has writen a pre
face. The date on which he fixes
for the Nativity is B. C., according
to our present chronology.. He
bases his reasoning on the assumed
association of John the Baptist
with periodical “ bright shinings”
of the planet Venus, the suggestion
being tbat these special apparitions
of Venus are the groundwork of the
story of the * ‘Star of Bethlehem.”
POW ERFUL LOCOMOTIVE.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
has just completed for the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway the
most powerful passenger locomotive
in use. Apart from its tender this
locomotive weighs 376,450 pounds,
and is 65 feet long. The tender
carries 12,000 gallons of water and
4,000 gallons of oil, which will be
used as fuel. The length of the
locomotive and tender is 105 feet.
The*tractive power of the locomotive
is 53,000 pounds. There are five
pairs of driving wheels, 73 inches
in diameter, working in sets of twoj
the locomotive being of the Mallet
articulated type. The locomotive is
the first for passenger service to be
built of this type, and is the first to
combine feed-water heater, super
heater, and rebeater in one machine.
Its firebox is built on aD entirely
new plan which eliminates staybolts.
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C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .

St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning: service and
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Trinity Reformed Church; Collegeville, Rev.
F. C; Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Juni
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorU
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta
tion, Rev. G . W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.80 a. m 3.80 p. m. Sunday School
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evans burg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
9.45 a. m. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7.80 p. m
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
at 9 a .m . Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.80 p. m.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p.
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.45 p . m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
at 7.30 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Q-eo. R. Riffert, pastor. Limerick —
Preaching at 10 a. m .; Sunday School at
a. m.; O. E. at 7.80 p. m. Trappe — Preaching
at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday School at 1.80 p. m.; prayer
meeting at 10 a. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila>
delphia: 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown
7.46,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.06 p. m . Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. in.

H om e a n d A b ro ad .

—Mrs. Joseph Donkiski of Consbohockeo, is mourniDg for her son,
who went to school on Monday and
has not returned. She fears that
be has met with foul play or has
been kidnaped
MRS. P E A R L S T IN E , WHILE
ASLEEP, WAS STRUCK A
W. C. T. U.
VIOLENT BLOW ON
The Collegeville Union will hold
THE HEAD.
its regular monthly meeting at the
Mrs. Abram Pearlstine, of near
home of Mrs. Sponsler, Tuesday,
Yerkes, was awakened Tuesday
December 7, at 3 p. m.
night about 12 o’clock by a severe
blow upon her bead. Her screams
Price of Milk for December.
The executive committee of the awoke her husband, who says be
Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union saw a man rush out of the bedroom
has fixed the wholesale price of milk and down stairs and after whom he
for December at 5 cents per quart. fired two shots from his pistol.
Mrs. Pearlstine is suffering a severe
Moved to Maryland.
scalp wound over her right eye.
Walter Everett for some time em
ployed at the Schuylkill Valley Dr. Weber was called to dress the
wound. The occurrence hascaused
Traction Company’s power pla
in this borough, on Saturday moved great excitement in the neighbor
with his family to Maryland.
hood. On Wednesday morning Mr.
Pearlstine, at Yerkes Station, ac
In a C ritical Condition.
costed his recently discharged em
Miss Sara Spangler, daughter
ploye, a young man named Leonard
Dr. and Mrs. H. T. Spangler,
Taylor, charged him with the crime,
this borough, who has been seri and attempted to put him into a
ously ill for some time is, at this wagon and take him before a
writing, in a very critical condition ’Squire. Bystanders remonstrated
and prevented the young man from
being taken. Mr. Pearlstine then
R eading’s Fourth Track.
had
a warrant issued and Constable
Preparation are under way to be
Prizer
arrested the young man and
gin grading for the Reading’s fourth
track between Perkiomen Junction took him before ’Squire Yost, and
and Norristown, which will require charged him with assault-and bat
the removal of a dozen telegraph tery and attempt to kill. At the
poles and the big tower at Abrams hearing a slipper found ou the stairs
at the Pearlstine home was pro
duced, evidently stained by a sore
C antata.
on one of Taylor’s feet. A hammer
The Handel Choral Society wi belonging to Pearlstine was found
render the cantata “ The Holy City in Taylor’s suit case at Bossert’s
in the auditorium of Ursinus Col place, where Taylor was stopping.
lege on next Tuesday evening, De The defendant was held iu $500 bail
cember 7, at eight o’clock. Ad for court.
mission, 50 cents.

Great Excitement at Yerkes
Station.

0

—Delightful weather,
—Beginning of this week.
—I t’s a short span
—Between Thanksgiving Day
—And Christmastide.
Bought Property In Norristown.
—Money can get you into trouble
and lack of it will keep you there
Joseph Pizzano, of Lower Provi
—New York Press.
dence, who some time ago sold his
—W. M. Godshall is repainting farm, has purchased a property i
L. H. Tngram’s residence with at Norristown, and will take posses
sion of the same this month. Mr
tractive colors.
Pizzano will sell his personal prop
—Mr. and Mrs. George Sloyer, a erty at public sale on Monday, De
well-known Phoenixville couple cember 13. See adver.; page 3.
have celebrated their golden wed
ding anniversary.

M eeting of C itizens to C onsider
S tatem en ts of S tate Railway
Com m ission.

Death of Fam ily Pet.

A G reat Dinner.

“ Bob,” a faithful horse belonging
to J. M. Vanderslicf, Esq., of Fircroft, this borough, died Monday
night. The horse was the espeeiai
favorite of all the members of Mr.
Vanderslice’s family.

The 2700 patients and 400 nurses
and other employes of the1 State
Hospital for the I usance, Norristown,
were served with a Thanksgiving
dinner consisting of turkey, 3200
pounds; cranberries, 450 quarts;
potatoes, 38 bushels; tomatoes, 48
gallons; peas, 48 gallons; celery,
Their Twenty-fourth Child.
Mr. and Mrs. John Duffy, of Car- 3100 stalks, etc.
bondale, Pa., have just welcomed
the twenty-fourth child, a daughter,
School Entertainm ent.
into their family circle and are proud
On Wednesday of last week the
of the fact. The family now com pupils of the Quaker school, Upper
prises nine girls and fifteen boys. Providence, Mr. John Baines
There are no twins or triplets.
teacher, gave an interesting enter
tainment consisting of music, dia
logues, and recitations. Quite a
D eath.
May L., one of the infant twins of number of parents were present and
Albert and Gertrude Frederic, of fully appreciated the efforts of all the
642 Kobe street, Norristown, died boys and girls.
Friday morning. Funeral (private)
M asting of D ebating Society.
Saturday at 2 p. m. Interment at
Lower Providence Presbyterian
The Literary and Debating So
cemetery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel ciety of the Collegeville High School
in charge.
will .hold a regular meeting on
Friday, December 3, at 2 p. m.
Almost Suffocated with Gas.
The program will consist of music
Annie and Clara Ortt, nieces of and a debate upon the question:
Stephen Ortt, of Pennsburg, were “ Resolved, that parks and public
almost asphyxiated by coal gas, and places should be open on Sunday.”
were lying helpless on the floor The affirmative speakers will be
of their sleeping room when a call Carl ■Bechtel, Horace Godshalk,
from their grandmother, eliciting Sadie Hunsicker. Negative: Flor
a faint response, caused au investi ence Scheuren, Merril Yost, Helen
Cloud. Patrons and friends are
gation that saved their lives.
invited to be present.
Robbery.

The form house of William T.
Rennard, of nearPeriomen Junction,
was robbed Wednesday night of
last week of $146. The thief secured
an entrance by forcing a window
and making his way Into the bed
room and abstracted the money from
Mr. Rennard’s clothing. A gold
watch and chain were not taken.
B equests.

Railway Com pany C ensured.

The Philadelphia and Reading
Railway Company was censured
last week by a jury empanelled by
Coroner King, to inquire into the
death of Horace Funk, who was
struck and killed by an express
train at Hatfield. The verdict con
cludes with the following: “ The
jury feels that tbe said railroad
company are and have beep derelict
in their duty to the citizens of Hat
field iu uot placiog a watchman or
safety gates^ as requested, to prop
erly protect the traveling public at
the crossing in Hatfield borough.”

Profit-Sharing Plan.

Establishment of a profit-sharing
plan by the Pennsylvania Railroad
for the benefit of its employes,
whereby they will be given, an
opportunity to buy stock in the
company, is confidently predicted
within a few .months by minor
officials. Employes of all branches
of the Pennsylvania and subsidiary
companies, it is believed, will share
in the opportunity to acquire stock,
says The Mount Union Twice-aWeek Republican.
C ourt Says H usbands M ust Pay.

In court at Norristown, Modday,
Samuel L. Nyce who was charged
by his wife with desertion aud non
support was directed to pay bis
wife $5 a week and to give security
to pay that sum, in the amount of
$250.
Thomas El. English, of Norristown,
was directed to pay $6 per week
toward the support of bis wife aud
children aud he gave bond iu the
sum of $250 to secure the payment.
John Hartzell, of Marlborough
township, was married in 1896 to
his wife Laura. There are five
children 14, 13, 10, 8 and 7 years
old. His wife says that he does not
contribute anything toward either
her own or the children's support.
She claims that on one occasion
when she had gone to her parents'
home, she sent some clothes for her
children and these she said had been
used by the woman’s children with
whom be was living. He was sent
enced to pay bis wife $3 per week
toward the ,support of his children
and to give bond in the sum of $50 to
pay the same.
PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hobson, of
Philadelphia, spent Sunday with
Mr. aud Mrs. J. T. Ebert.

By the will of Caroline V. Wright,
Miss Reua Sponsler spent thfe
of Norristown, $250 is bequeathed
Thanksgiving vacation at Washing
ton.
Immediately upon the adjourn to the Orphans’ Home aud Asylum
ment of Town Council on Friday for tbe Aged and Infirm of the
Mr. aud Mrs. F. J. Clamer en
evening of this week, in the,Fire Evangelical Lutheran Church, Ger
tertained
a number of relatives and
men’s building, a meeting of the mantown. To Trinity Lutheran O bject Lessons in Bridge Building. friends Thanksgiving Day.
citizens of this borough will be held Church', of Norristown, $400 is
Old Perkiomen Bridge has stood
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Beebtel
to hear and act upon a report from given together with one-fourth of
as
an object lesson in bridge build and family spent last Thursday with
J. M. Vanderslice, Esq., chairman her estate at the death of her chief
ing for over a century. There are Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bechtel, of
of the committee appointed by Town legatee, her bother, B. F. Kerper.
a
cumber of other stone arch bridges Philadelphia.
A Trinity Church Activity.
Council aud citizens for the purpose
in this county that cast into the
—To seem to be good is about the
The men of Trinity Reformed of securing a reduction of trolley
Miss Margaret Bordner was home
S uccessful B ear H unters.
best some folks care to do.—Florida church this borough met at the car fare between this borough and
shade, in point of economy of as to over Sunday.
| Stiver L. Evans, Esq., of Potts
Times-Union.
the home of Prof. G. L. Omwake DeKalb street, Norristown. Mr. town, and his brother Robert Evans, maintenance, the numerous costly
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Noaker spent
—The Montgomery and Bucks Friday evening, for the purpose of Vanderslice has received a com arrived home on Saturday even iron superstructures. And here is Sunday with ’Esquire aDd Mrs.
Press League will hold its annual discussing the possibility of form munication from the State Railway ing from a most successful hunting something about famous bridge Wilson, of Eagleville.
ng a permanent organization. It Commission which he will present trip to points in Pike county. They masonry in Adams county. It is a
banquet at Souderton, January 22.
Tbe Misses Neff spent several
is purposed to hold further meet at the meeting for consideration and got two black bears aud a number culvert underlying the Western days of last week at home.
—Hezekiah Noblet of Consbo- ings this winter.
action. All citizens are invited to of rabbits aud pheasants. The Maryland Railroad tracks, with the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hallman
bocken, sustained a fracture of the
be present. Inasmuch as Surveyor larger bear weighs about 250 pounds tracks some 40 feet above the arch visited relatives in Norristown,
ribs by a fall when attacked with
The Principal Surprised.
I. P. Rhoades, of Trappe, is at this and tbe smaller one is a cub and of tbeculvert. Theculvert is a key Sunday.
vertigo.
The students of the Collegeville writing engaged in measuring the will probably weigh about 85 or 90 stone arch with foundations resting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gristock at
upon timbers sunk 80 feet into the
—Cornelius Mingle, in the Read High School descended upon their distance between the Lamb hotel, pounds.
ground. It was built in 1836 by the tended a family reunion at Hartford,
ing markets, sold 200 turkeys at an principal and his bride at their Trappe, and Norristown, the com
late A. G. Nevin, of Waynesboro, as Conn., on Thanksgiving Day.
average rate of 22 cents a pound, home on Main street, Monday even munication from the Railway Com
Very Narrow E scape a t Railroad.
a
part of the old Tape Worm Rail
dressed.
Miss Nora Smull, of Philadelphiang, and showered them with mission evidently contains some
The
frantic
motions
of
Evau
Hall
road,
which was under construction spent Thanksgiving Day at home.
—For failing to take out a proper groceries of all styles and varieties statements as to distances which de man, a well-known Bridgeport resi
Lawrence Thompson, of the battle
license to sell their meats in Read Mr. and Mrs. Vanderslice were mand acceptance or rejection upon a dent, and the quick wit of Thomas at that time. No better proof of its
value can be had than the fact that ship Georgia, U. S. N., visited his
ing, 11 rural butchers were fined. truly taken by surprise. Re basis of actual measurement.
O’Neill, a widely knowD quarryman, it has stood for 73 years without the relatives in this borough last week.
freshments were a decided feature
of E. Fourth street, Bridgeport, necessity of a single repair.
—Over lOOemployes of tbeGrater- of the very merry event.
Among th e Odd Fellows.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tomlinson
saved himself, bis wife and three
Bodey Lumber Company, of Norris
and
family, of Jobnsville, Pa., Mr.
The committee on arrangements children from meeting with a tragic
town, have been given a 10 per cent,
S
en
ten
ces
Imposed.
In Their New Home
and
Mrs. Edward Radcliff and
of Madison Lodge, I. O. O. F., fate at the DeKalb street crossing
increase in wages.
The court at Norristown, Monday Newton Radcliff, of Eagleville, were
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Kocber Pottstowc, invited J. L. Bechtel, J. of tbe Chester Valley railroad in
—Three monster turkeys were sperger have taken possession of H. Bartman, H. L. Saylor, Dr. S. D. Bridgeport, about 6'.30 p. m. Sunday. morning, heard pleas of guilty of a the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
shipped to Reading by E. R. Dis- their new and attractive home, Cornish, and G. F. Clamer, of As it was, O’Neill crashed bis auto number of defendantsand sentenced Radcliff, Thanksgiving Day.
singer, of Campbellstown, whose facing Ridge Pike on south Skippack Economy Lodge, this borough, to car, in which he and bis family them for their illegal acts.
Mildred Gilbertb, of the Phila
aggregate weigt, dressed, was 97 hill. The architecture of both bouse be present on Monday evening, were at the time, into an iron fence
delphia
School for the Blind, re
Patrick Gannon, malicious mis
pounds.
and barn is decidedly unique and when the Degree Team of Lansdale n front of the residence of Benja chief. Sentence, six months to be cently spent several days with her
parents.
—A. T. Allebach has placed hedge inviting, and the landscape work Lodge with 150 members from Lans min Thomas, not more than a foot computed from October 6, 1909.
Mrs. E. S. Moser is visiting Mr.
plants in front of his property, about the buildings has been exe dale, North Wales, Souderton, and away from tbe passener train; and
John McCrater, of Conshohocken,
cuted with much taste.
The in Kulpsville, visited Madison Lodge scraping the bark off a tree, at the larceny from Thomas L. Shaw, or and Mrs. J. L. Roth at Paterson, N.
Main street, this borough.
terior of the house evidences both and conferred tbe First Degree on curb.
Conshohocken. Sentence, 1 year in J., this week.
—The knowing prophet of the elaborateness and completeness in six candidates. A banquet followed
jail.
Albert Scheuren, of Reading,
west end says there will not be effecting many home conveniences.
n the Pottstown Auditorium, after
C lear Sky Perm it* Fine View of
Harry Lewis alias James Moore, visited F. W. Scheuren, Monday.
much rain until after the shortest
which came a program of music and
Eclipsed Moon.
larceny in Abington. Three years
Dr. and Mrs. Murlin, of New
day. That settles it.
peeches in the Lodge room. About
Load of Furniture’ Upset.
in jail.
York,
were the guests of Dr. and
The
moon
was
eclipsed
completely
—David Reiner, of Fifth avenue,
On Monday . Elmer Espenship, 400 Odd Fellows were present.
Mrs.
C.
G. Haines during the
by
tbe
shadow
of
the
earth
Satur
Julia
Wilde,
common
nuisance.
has effected a number of improve liveryman at the Bail road House,
Thanksgiving
holidays.
day
morning
for
the
second
time
One
year
in
jail.
ments to bis property.
this borough, was engaged in haul C ourt R efuses to Increase N um ber this year, the last time being on
Adam
Mensch,
of near Yerkes,
Richard Brickley, felonious entry
of D irectors.
The first time a man falls in ing two large loads of household
June 2. Tbe sky was cloudless. and larceny at store of Mrs. Harri- has returned from a visit to friends
The court Monday morning re Shortly after 2.1ft o’clock the first so d , Ardmore. Sentence, not less in Lancaster county.
lo^6 he thinks he will never get effects from Norristown to this
over it; after that be always knows vicinity. A t the foot of Providence fuses to increase the number of sign of this black curved shadow than two years and six months ahd
Neighbor F._W. Scheuren is still
hill he detached one of the horses Bridgeport School Directors from weirdly indented the moon telling
he will.—New York Press.
not
more
than
ten
years
in
the
suffering
from a very sore leg, due
from the rear team for the purpose six to nine, to prevent a tie vote. that the earth was. passing between
—Thomas H. Gery, of Palm, just
Eastern
Penitentiary.
to
a
mishap
about two weeks ago.
of pulling one of the loads to the top Under the law the change could its satellite and the sun. Slowly
across the Berks county line in
Merchant
W. P. Fenton was in
David
Thomson,
of
Chestnut
Hill,
of the bill with three horses. While
Hereford township, sold three acres Mr. Espenship was driving the not go into effect until June next, tbe shadow moved across the face of larceny aud receiving stolen goods, capacitated for several days this
even if ordered by the court, and the moon, growing larger each
of land for $522 to the Schwenkweek by an injury to his knee in
three horses the horse left stand this would not remedy the present second, till in a few minutes the sentence, 1 year.
felders, who will erect a $20,000 ing alone aside of the tongue took
flicted by a nail in a board he was
situation which was caused by the black umbra had claimed a great
church.
brealfing into firewood.
fright, either at a trolley car or some much discussed abolition of the part of the shining surface. At 3.14 Statb o r Oh io , Cit t o r T oledo , i
L
u
ca
s
C
o
unty
,
(**•
—The second annual show of the other object, and turned about and Bible and Lord’s Prayer in the o’clock the moon was hidden com
F s a n k J . C h en ey makes oath that he is
Farm ers’ W eak a t S tate College.
Norristown Poultry, Pigeon and Pet upset the load of furniture. Not public schools of Bridgeport.
pletely. At 5.38 o’clock, when the the senior partner of the firm of F. J . Cheney
Stock Association is in progress in much damage resulted.
Hundreds
of the progressive
A
Co.
doing
business
in
the
city
of
Toledo,
moon was far in the western sky,
Alone in Saw Mill at Midnight
and State aforesaid, and that said farmers of Pennsylvania spend one
City Hall, Norristown.
the shadow of the earth had dis County
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms, or
Rich Men’s Gifts Are Poor
DOLLAR8 for each and every case of Catarrh week of the winter at their State
—While shooting with a com
cold, W. J. Atkins worked as night watch appeared.
that cannot be cured by the use of H a l l ’s School of Agriculture and Experi
panion near his home, Homer beside this : “ I want to go on record as say man, at Banner Springs, Tenn. Such ex
C
atabhh C u b e .
FRANK J . .CHENEY.
ing that I regard Electric Bitters as one of
gave him a severe cold that settled
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my ment Station. The time is known as
Slanker, 13 years old, of Kutztown, the greatest gifts that God has made to wo posure
Looking One’s Best.
his lungs. At last he had to give up
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.. “ Farmers’ Week” and this year it
man,” writes Mrs. O. Rhinevault, of Vestal work. He tried many remedies, but all
was accidentally shot in his right Centre,
1886.
’
N. Y. “ I can never forget what it failed till he used Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It’s a woman’s delight to look her best,
begins Monday, December 27th,
~~~ ,
A. W. GLEASON,
thigh, by a compan ton.
has done for me.” This glorious medicine After using one bottle be writes : ‘‘I went but pimples, skin eruptions, sores and boils
SEA L. >
and closes Saturday, January 1st.
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor of back to work as well as ever.” Severe rob life of joy. Listen t Bucklen’s Arnica
’
Notary
Public.
—Daniel McNicbol and George body and jubilant health. It quickly cures colds, stubborn coughs, inflamed throats Salve cures them ; makes tbe skin soft aDd Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally Over one hundred lectures are
sleeplessness, melancholy, and sore lungs, hemorrhages, croup and velvety. It glorifies the face. Cures Pim and acts directly upon the blood and mu
Dreslin are in Norristown jail, nervousness,
headache, backache, fainting and dizzy whooping cough get quick relief and prompt ples, Sore Eyes, Cold Sores, Cracked Lips, cous
surfaces of the system. Send for testi given by State College scientists,
charged with chicken stealing. A spells ; soon builds up the weak, ailing and cure from this glorious medicine. 50c. and Chapped Hands. Try it. Infallible for monials,
free.
experts from various parts of the
sickly. Try tnem. 59c. at J. W. Culbert’s " .00. Trial bottle free, guaranteed by J. Piles. 85c at J. W Culbert’s drug store,
policeman caught them with three drug
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
store, Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunstate and some of the most Doted ag
. Culbert, druggist, Collegeville, aud by Collegeville. and at M. T. Hunsioker’s store,
Sold
by
all
druggists,
75c.
chickens on Monday night.
sicker’s store, Ironbridge.
. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.
Ironbridge.
Take Hall’s Family n ils for constipation. ricultural authorites of other states.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S, PUBLIC SALES, ETC,
Five sections of work are running
aearly every period throughout the
week. One section is devoted to
soils, farm crops and farm manage
ment; another deals with practical
problems in animal husbandry;
another is devoted to horticulture; a
fourth section deals with the prob
lem's of the dairyman and creameryman; a fifth section deals in part
with domestic science. In the
•vening the various sections come
together for addresses by gentlemen
of national reputation. All lectures
are free. Reduced fares to State
College for Farmes’ Week have
been granted by all railroads in the
Trunk Line Association. The rate
is two cents per mile in each direc
tion from points in Pennsylvania.
Tickets will be sold to Lemont, or
Bellefonte, or Williamsport. The
reduction is an open one and it will
■ot be Decessary to secure orders
tor tickets. Simply ask your rail
way agent for tickets at the reduced
rate. The program for Farmers’
Week is \now ready. Send a postal
eard to Alva Agee, State College,
Pa., for a copy. It will give you
information concerning the lec
ture to be given each day of Farm
ers’ Week.

E v a n sb u rg a n d

V icinity. will accept thanks for her Thanks

3

o t ic e .
p U B L IC fiAliE OF
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS.
The annual meeting of the stock
giving Day wedding present.
holders of the Collegeville National Bank
Miss Hannah Hessler, of Phila
will be held on TUESDAY, JANUARY
FRESH COWS!
Friday, - November 26.
A hunter’s hunt were out Thanks
delphia, visited her sister, Mrs.
11, 1910, in the bank building, between the
The steam barge Flint, loaded with hours of 10 a. m. and 12 m., to elect fifteen
giving
Day
near
Valley
Forge
giv
David Anderson; on Sunday.
limestone and salt, was burned off directors for the ensuing year.
ing their dogs a run.
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Slifer and
North Point, Mich., but the crew was
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
hunt hunted the red fox over rescued.
son, of Royersford, spent Sunday theA hills
DAY, DECEMBER 2, 1909, at Perkiomen .
Saturday, but the fox, like
o t ic e .
Mrs.
H
arriet
Hill,
twenty-nine
years
Bridge
hotel, one carload of Lebanon
with her sister, Mrs. Wm. Wanner. all foxes, was foxey, and he eluded
Tbe annual meeting of the Upper county fresh cows that will equal in
old, was killed in a roadhouse at MunProvidence
Live
Stock
Insurance
Associ
any lot of cows I have sold for a
Isabella Ballentine, of Ardmore, the bounds and hunters.
sing, Mich., the shot coming through ation will be held at Lamb hotel, Trappe quality
long time. Be sure to come, gentlemen,
and Imogene Ballentine, of West
on Monday, December 6, 1909, at 1 p. m and put in your bids. Sale at 1.30 p. m.
Miss Edna Gotwalts will give a the window.
Conditions by
The Virginia W estern railway was The Managers will meet at 9 a. m.
Chester, spent Thanksgiving Day piano recital in Fire hall Wednes
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President.
„ ■
JONAS FISHER.
chartered
Richmond to build a line
JOHN WANNER, Secretary.
with their father, Rev. F. S. Ballen day evening, December 8. To her 100 miles at
F.
H. Petermau, auct.
long from a point In High
M.
B.
Linderman,
clerk.
repertory
will
be
added
two
vocal
tine.
solos. These piano recitals given land county, Va., to Clifton Forge, Va.
o t ic e .
Postmasters who loan United States
Elma Barker, of Chester; Mr. and by Miss Gotwalts need no introduc
The annual meeting of tbe Perki- jpUBJLIC SALE OF
mall
sacks
in
large
quantities
to
other
Branch of tbe Milk Shippers’ Union
Mrs. James Davis and daughter, of tion, as they commend themselves than publishers and news agents have omen
will
be
held in Bean’s Hall, SchwenksWilmington, and Mr. and Mrs. to th.e approbation of t.he community. been admonished to heed the llmlta- ville, on MONDAY, DECEM HER 6, 1909,
FRESH COWS!
The
last
one
was
highly
appreci
t 1.30 p. m., for tbe election of officers
Walter T. Moore, of Germantown, ated by the music loving people of 1tions of the department’s regulations. aand
tbe transaction of other business,
Bradham hall, th e girls’ dormitory full attendance desired.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. the community. Admission fifteen
A. H. DETWILER, President.
of
the
South
Carolina
State
Agricul
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
Alfamus Barker, on Sunday.
cents. Don’t forget time, date and tural and Mechanical College for Ne M. C. GOTTSCHALL,
Secretary.
DAY , DECEMBER 9, 1909, at Perkiomen
place
of
entertainment.
Bridge
Hotel, one carload of fresh cows
M. Elizabeth Weber, of West
groes, at Orangeburg, S. C., together
from Blair county. Gentlemen, I will
ANTED.
Chester, spent the latter end of the
Young Mr. Zell, of Green Tree, with the dining hall and kitchen, were
have a lot of choice milk and butter pro
Immediately, two boys to learn ducers for. you to bid on and buy; the
past week with her aunt Miss Alice was the best speller at the W. C. T. burned.
plumbing.
Apply
to
kind you are looking for, because they
Saturday,
November
27.
U. ’s spelling bee, be spelling all the
Casselberry.
DAVID HUTCHINSON,
will be money makers for you. Sale at
Benjamin S. Cable, the Chicago law 12-2.
words given. There was a good at
Norristown, Pa 1.30. Conditions by
Wilson Undercoffler and Frank tendance, a good time, ,witb ice yer, has accepted the assistant secre
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
Fubrman, of West Chester, visited cream and cake. Rev. Mr. McKee taryship of commerce and labor.
id s w a n t e d .
After
cutting
the
throats
of
Burt
and Mrs. McKee were admirable
The undersigned is ready to receive
their parents last week.
hostesses, and Miss Casselberry Woods and John S. Smith, at Jackson bids for the construction of a double
UBLIC HALE OF A FULL
Mr. Nelson Fegley and friend, of can be congratulated in conducting ville. Fla.. Jesse Altman was shot and house. For plans and specifications call
CARLOAD OF
on
G.
GUY
MILLER,
Philadelphia, spent Thursday with the meeting and making it a most killed.
Lamb Hotel,
Trappe, Pa
Sixteen persons were injured when
Virginia Hogs andShoats.
successful entertainment of the W.
bis parents.
a car at Denver, Colo., left the rails,
C. T. U.
ANTED.
On Tuesday evening a carriage
crashed over the curb and overturned
&
A situation as farm manager or &
Burglars have been operating on the sidewalk.
driven by an unknown party col
farmer. Or, will take well-stocked farm
Will be sold a t public sale on MON
down
in
the
neighborhood
of
Valley
on
shares
and
furnish
my
own
help.
S
at
WRh
two
automatic
revolvers,
Wil
lided with the team driven by Wal
DAY, DECEMBER 6, 1909, at Dunn’s
Forge and Port Kennedy. They liam Ward, sixteen years old, of Cin isfactory reference given.
hotel, Graterford, Pa., 75 hogs ready for
ter Zollers in front of the residence broke into Wm. McMullin’s house, cinnati,
FRANCIS
FELL,
and 100 feeding shoats. Sale
held at bay a, crowd of angry 11-35.
R. D. 1, Norristown, Pa abutchering
of Mr. Baus in this village. Mr. stole a. watch, but overlooked some negroes until rescued by the police.
t 1.30 o’clock p. m. Conditions bv
Ite m s F rom T ra p p e .
B. F. LANGDON^
Zollers was thrown out of his car money in a bureau drawer. They
Edward Braun, a bartender, was a r
JOHN FISHER, Seiler.
o
r
s
a
l
e
.
broke
into
Mr.
White’s
bouse,
stole
rested at Cleveland, O., on the charge
Mr. Harry Daub and Miss Mary riage and sustained several painful
blacksmith shop fully equipped J. G. Fetterolf, auct. M. S. Moyer, clerk.
little one’s bank and money in of assault to kill Arthur Dunn, an offi with A
all fixtures. Will be sold oheap. In
Trout, of Pottstown, were the contusions. Both vehicles were the
it. Made an attempt at Mr. Charles
Marins Firemen’s union.
quire of
A. S. HALLMAN,
»UBL1C SALE OF
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bert- considerably damaged. The un Todd’s house, and broke into Secre cial of the
12-2.
Norristown, Pa,
Monday, November 29.
olet, Sunday.
known party drove off, covering tary Knox’s Valley Forge residence,
The Logan Natural Gas and Trust
Personal Property!
o r m ale .
Mrs. J. Harvey Thomas is spend their faces with their hands so as carried off the Secretary’s hat anc company, at Tiffin, O., has sued Jo
Three pigs and eight shoats. Apply
overcoat and silverware not marked, seph Loudenslagsr for $3078 for stolen
not to be recognized.
ALSO
FIELD OF SEVEN ACRES !
ing a few days in Philadelphia.
to
A. ROBINSON,
ransacked the drawers for papers gas.
Cornish farm,
Upper Providence
A singing class has been organ
Will
be
sold a t public sale on MON
and documents, and were either
The Burlsy Tobacco society has of
DAY, DECEMBER 13, 1909, a t tbe resi
frightened
off
or
too
cowardly,
or
fered
to
sell
120,000,000
pounds
of
to
ized at St. Luke’s Reformed church
o r bale.
F rom G ra te rsfo rd .
dence of the undersigned in Lower Provi
their sins stared them in the face; bacco to the American Tobacco ootnAt Lamb Hotel, Trappe, a lot of dence township, on Level Road, about
with Eli Fry Wismer, of Graterford,
they left unceremoniously. Joogan, pany.
choice home-raised Cheater White pigs, all one mile from tbe Ridge pike and one-balf
Isaiah
Copenhafer
has
accepted
a
as teacher. The class will meet
registered Stock. Also fat hogs, mile from Areola, the following personal
A feud at Houston, Tex., resulted In from
position as clerk in the store at the Hungarian storekeeper at Port
shoats and sucking pigs.
property: Three horses—2 bays and one
this Thursday evening.
Kennedy,
saw
the
men
who
broke
the
killing
of
Paul
and
Lee
Dunham,
11-25.
G. GUY MILLBR.
gray—good workers and drivers.
Spring Mount.
into
McMullin’s
house
and
said
for
whose
death
Ed
Weber
Is
under
About 100 chickens by the pound.
Mr. Newton Kline and Misses
l|^ ^ T * F arm wagon, big dearborn wagon,
Warren Cole sold hip livery at they were three colored men. They arrest.
o
r
s
a
l
e
.
Imma, Sallie, and Alice Kline, of
—-* ^ “-heavy express wagon, farm wagshot at him, and he got to cover.
Caught by machinery, Michael BoGasolene engine and pump; one hot oh, bay bed, 2 sleighs, one two-seated
Pottstown, were the guests of Mr. public sale on Saturday, and will go As they were black, it might be loga. fourteen years old, was dragged air engine
and
pump;
2
500-gallon
cedar
carriage,
2-horse mowing machine, horse
possible they might be Nicaraugan Into the elevators at Morea, Pa., and tanks, with metal pans; all in good con rake, 2 Syracuse plows, horse power,
and Mrs. D. >
W. Schrack, Thanks West to buy cattle.
dition. Apply to
thresher and shaker, grain cleaner, 2-horse
Edward Emmert and son, of Roy soldiers, Zelaya’s spies, hunting fatally crushed.
giving Day.
G. F. CLAMER,
cultivator, 1-horse cultivator, fodder cut
the Secretary’s State papers.
A steer belonging to George Drum 11-11.
ersford,
were
in
town
on
Sunday.
Collegeville,
Pa,
ter, nearly new; cornsheller, corn grinder,
Oyster supper under the auspices
spike harrow, springtooth harrow, and
There was a total eolipse of the mer, near Marietta, Pa., stepped on
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Espenship
of Keystone Grange No. 2 in Ma
other
farming implements; carriage har
the
cover
of
an
old
well
apd
fell
to
the
o r h a le .
moon Saturday morning, quite early.
ness, corn‘by the bushel, 1200 sheaves of
sonic hall, on Saturday evening, and Henry Alderfer, of Eagleville, We, like our neighbor said, she saw bottom, forty feet below, where olt
13 acres of woodland in Limerick cornfodder,
oats and wheat straw by the
township. Also 75-acre farm near Keelor’s cwt.; farmers’
were the guests of Samuel Poley on it, saw it in the paper. Well, that was shot
December 11.
boiler, cauldron, 7 whiskey
church,
Frederick
township.
Apply
for
barrels, 100 feet rope and tackle, 12 feet of
Tuesday, November 30.
Sunday.
was
a
good
place
to
see
the
eclipse
particulars
to
MISS
MARY
FRITZ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Priest and
One hundred and forty horses were MRS. EMMA KRAUSE, et. al., execu belting, butter churn, incubator, 55 eggs
350 lima bean poles, 25 oak and
Mr. Harry Heberle and family, of that early in the morning.
son, of Barren Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
cremated In a livery stable Are at tors of A. P. Fritz, deceased, Limerick. capacity;
cedar fence posts, and many articles not
Pa.
11-4.
.Arnold Francis shot fourteen rab Kansas City. Mo.
here enumerated.
Charles Garber, of Royersford, Mrs. Pennsburg, visited Mrs. Heberle’s
bits this season, Chester Rambo
I will also sell a FIELD OF SEVEN
In a street duel with knives at Alicia,
Kate Moyer and children, of Mingo, father, Mr. Jos. Tyson, on Sunday. eighteen,
ACRES of good farm land, located quite
and Charles Hallman near Bradford, Ark., Miss Nora Owens
o r n a le .
near
my residence.
A number of persons were at thirty, but he hasn’t counted them was stabbed over the heard and killed
and Mrs. and Mrs. Harry Stierly-,
Slab wood sawed in stove lengths on
Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions as to per
tbe Isaac Longstretb tract, entrance at sonal
were the guests of Mr< and Mrs. tracted to the operation at the bridge up yet. We know we have had rab by Mias Stella Belk.
property: 30 days’ credit on sums of
tbe residence of D. H. Buckwalter on tbe
and exceeding that amount; sums un
on Sunday. The work is progress bit at our house right along.
George Benton, a youth who tried road leading from Trappe to Graterford $20
Jonas Cassel, Thanksgiving Day.
der
said
amount, cash.
The Fish and Game Wardens held I,to rob the People’s bank of Mazo- Bell Phone 17x, CentreE.Point.
JOSEPH PIZZANO.
The appraisers of the Perkiomen ing rapidly, being favored by the
B.
PLACE,
banquet in Norristown Thursday manle, Wis., was sentenced to four 11-4.
R. D. 2, Norristown, Pa L. H. Ingram, auct. G. W. Yost, clerk.
Valley Mutual Fire Insurance Com weather. The first iron girders aevening.
teen years in the state reformatary.
pany have awarded to Daniel Shu were put in on Tuesday.
After killing William Walls and
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Sons probably fatally shooting Hal Holland
T>UBLIC BALE OF
or rent.
Dr. J. M. Markley and’family
ler the contract for rebuilding the
After October 1, dwelling house, near
of Veterans of Phoenixville will
portion of William Robert’s house were in Royersford on Sunday, the have a bean soupsupper in the Post while returning from a dance near Perkiomen bridge. Good location?. Ap
Ga., Pickett Collum surren ply to
J. P. ROBISON,
REAL ESTATE!
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben room, Phoenixville, this Saturday Dalton,
recently destroyed by fire.
dered to the police.
9-12.
Collegeville, Pa.
evening, and all you old vets will
Winters.
Will be sold at public sale, on tbe prem
Mrs. Mary Jones, whose chicken
ises, on SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18,
in line and step up and get your coop had been looted In Chicago seven
or rent.
The house is leased, but the wed fall
1909, a farm of 105 acres, situate in New
J o ttin g s F rom L im erick.
bean soup without further orders. times recently, shot a negro whom
At
very
low
rental
a
wheelwright
Hanover township, Montgomery county,
ding bells won’t ring till February.
and
blacksmith
shop,
old
established
and fronting on tbe Boyertown pike, %
she
saw
by
the
light
of
the
moon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gay,
and
Mr.
and
Fred Beiswinger lost a promising We congratulate you in advance,
stand,
prominently
located.
Address
mile south of Fagleysville. Tbe improveMrs. Truman, of Trentou, N. J., crouching near the coop.
(8-26) CALL BOX No. 2, Collegeville, Pa
colt the other night.
LjjsjL ments are two stone A.
Jacob.
Wednesday, December 1.
visited Mr. and Mrs. John B. Detb o u s e s , substantially^
A post card surprise was ten
Baron
Rosen,
the
Russian
ambassa
tra
last
week.
•jjjlj&
built and in good order, ■
or rent.
Samuel Poley is the new hostler
dor to the United States, arrived on
Several rooms; one furnished; in U u S S each containing 8 rooms,
dered Isaac Nettles on his 80tb at Dunn’s hotel; Jacob Simmons,as
Mr. and ftlrs. William Seezer of the
cemented cellars. Stone barn, with
steamer Kronprinzessln Cecilia in house near Perkiomen Bridge. Apply to and
birthday anniversary last week.
stabling for 25 cows and 7 horses. Also a
MARY A. DEEDS.
sistant. Jacob is quite an artist Norristown visited Perkiomen Sun NewYork from abroad, accompanied 10-28.
stone
and frame barn. All necessary outday.
Roadmaster Schott is placing with the paint brush.
by his family.
bnildings. Large variety of apple, pear,
and other fruit trees in prime of bearing.
eport
Thanksgiving Evensong at
crushed stone on the pike between
The congressional party which has
Miss Copenhafer is the clerk at St.The
Two wells of excellent and neverfailing
TH B C O N D IT IO N O F T H B COLLEGE
Paul’s was well attended, the been inspecting the progress of the V IL L E NOAFTIO
the Centre and the Square.
water near the bouses. Tbe land—iron
IN
Kulp and Moyer’s for the holiday patriotic decorations being unusu work on the Panama canal and exam T H B STA TE ONFA LP EBNANNSKY, LAVTA NOOLLBOEVILLB,
stone soil—is in a high state of fertility
IA , A T T H B CLOBB
Christmas festival of the U. E. rush.
and yields abundant crops, and is specially
ally beautiful, and the many dona ining conditions in general in the O F B U SIN ESS, NOVEM BER 16, 1909.
well adapted for fruit growing, particu
Sunday School on Friday evening,
RESOURCES.
Benjamin Langdon will have a tions of groceries and fruits for the canal zone, have returned.
larly peaches. About 20 acres of tbe farm
Phoenixville
Hospital
were
large.
Telegraphers employed by the Illi Loans and discounts............................$130,777 62 comprises timber, sprout, and pasture'
December 24.
sale of West Virginia hogs next The work of the G irls’Junior Aux nois Central Railroad company In Chi- Overdrafts, secured and unsecured____
8967 land. This property is well located for
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 60,000 00 farming,
Mr. Charles Napthinger, of Har Monday.
dairying, and fruit growing pur
iliary was composed of garments, ckgo have demanded a wage increase Premiums
on U . S . Bonds........................ 1,00000
securities, etc..................
67,177 01 poses, and deserves tbe attention of any
risburg and Miss Edna Belle Kline
Russell Sballqross, of Philadel very necessary among the sick. and Improved working conditions for Bonds,
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,930 60 one desiring a first-class farm and a
spent Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. phia, ate his Thanksgiving turkey The money offering of $9.81 was the 1400 operators employed.
Due from National Banks (not reserve
beautifully located home. From an emi
.agents).......................
676 73 nence on this property the outlook is farFive hundred million feet of lumber
sent to the Episcopal Hospital. Rev.
W. M. Zeller in Philadelphia.
from State and private banks and
under the parental roof a't Ever Mr. Barnes was presented with a was destroyed by the recent tornadoes Due
reaching,
and affords a grand view of the
bankers, Trust Companies, and Sav>
The young man who rented a P. green Terrace.
ings B anks..............
192 31 surrounding country for many miles. Any
receipted bill for a carriage, which in the south, according to John A. Due
from approved reserve agents...... 16,398 82 one wishing to view the premises prior to
O. box and received 80 letters in
and other cash items....................
18338 the sale will please call on tbe owner re
Morris Farrady is the night he will use in making pastoral visi Bruce, of Strader, La., president of Checks
Notes
of other National B anks........... 2,886 00 siding thereon. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Con
one week has reason to- believe that watchman at the railroad bridge tations. The gift is made by the the American Lumber Traders’ Con Fractional
paper
ourrency,
nickels,
ditions: One-half tbe purchase money may*
and cents......................................... . 46 93 remain in the property at a reasonable
his matrimonial prospects are during the rebuilding and concret people of the community who joined gress.
Federal Judge Waddill, in the Nor Lawfal Money Reserve in Bank, vis:
in
making
donations
through
the
rate of interest. Further conditions at
36
bright.
FRANK BRUNST.
ing. Stone failing to arrive caused energy and forethought of Mr. Wm. folk and Southern railway receiver Specie...............................$9,842
Legal-tender notes............ 820 OO— 10,662 36 sale by
Redemption
fhnd
with
U.
S.
Treasurer
Wm. Schott, Jr., while chopping some delay last Friday. Many of &. Williams. A very sincere and ship litigation at Norfolk, Va., has di
{6 per cent, of circulation).............. 2,600 00
wood, Saturday morning, cut a deep the Italians were replaced by work affectionate response of thanks was rected the issuance of $442,865 in addi T o ta l................................................... $290,81982 jiOR RENT.
made by Rev. Mr. Barnes for the tional receivers’ certificates for the
‘ Neat 4-room dwelling, stable, etc.,,
gash in his left band. He went to men of this vicinity.
purchase of rolling stock.
gift of the carriage.
LIABILITIES.
with \% acres of land and excellent spring;
the Pottstown Hospital for treat
of
Capital stock paid in ................................$60,00000 water, in the borough of Collegeville.
Thos. Mooney, our popular horseThe Saint Paul’s Sunday School
Surplus fund............................................. 8,0000Q Also 3-acre property with 6-room dwell
Bride Dies $n Dentist’s Chair.
ment.
ing, stable, considerable fruit, near Ironshoer, was the lucky winner of a Christmas Tree Festival will be
profits, less expenses and
Watertown. Dec. 1. — Mrs., Harry Undivided
taxes paid............................................ 4,38036 bridge. These properties will be rented!
J. W. Wisler, of Trappe, and W. piano on Thanksgiving night.
held Saturday, December 25 .
Peet, of Oneonta, a bride of seventeen National Bank notes outstanding....... 60,000 00 on very reasonable terms to satisfactory
Due to other National B anks........................61882 parties.
G. Moyer, of Philadelphia, were the
years, died under chloroform In a den Individual
Some very mean thief is robbing
deposits subject to check.. .174,910 14
It is proposed to bold a watch tist’s
chair here.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Demand certificates of deposit................. 2,68600
guests of J. B. Smoyer, Sunday.
meeting
and
communion
service
at
traps. This is certainly as mean as
Cashier’s checks outstanding..................
42600 Peoples’ National Bank Building,
11.30 p. m. on December ,31, at St.
A meeting of the Women’s stealing candy from children.
9-30.
Norristown, Pa.
T o ta l................................................$290,819 82
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
Paul’s. Due notice has now been
Missionary Society will be held at
State of Pennsylvania, County (
given.
of Montgomery,
$ 8S*
s t a t e n o t ic e .
The Latest Cloning Prices For Produce
the home of Mrs. Emily Stetler at
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
Estate of Sarah Bradford, late o:
FROM OAKS.
Frank Keyser, who is on theMonand Live Stock.
Sanatoga, Saturday afternoon,
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
Montgomery county, deceased.
tana, has shore leave for twelve
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; statement is true to the best of my knowledge Trappe,
Letters of administration on the abov«
The Oaks Fire Company visited days. The Montana is at Norfolk, winter low grades, $4.50@4.75; winter and belief.
W. L. Gougler had six Houdan
estate
having
been granted the under
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
clear, $4.90@5.10; city mills, fancy,
signed, all persons indebted to said estate
chickens at the Bridgeton (N. J.) the Fair of the Phoenix Fire Com Virginia.
$6©
6.25.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th are requested to make immediate pay
Phoenixville, Friday evening,
FLOUR firm, at $4.35@4.5G day of November, 1909.
poultry show, and has six at the pany,
Any one interested in Bible read perRYE
ment, and those having legal claims tc
some seventeen or more going to
barrel.
G. Z. YANDERSLICE,
present tbe same without delay to
Norristown show this week.
WHEAT steady; No. 2 red, $1.12
Phoenixville in wagons. They re- ings and lessons, can call at Rev.
Notary Publie.
HENRY W. KRATZ, Administrator,
Mr.
McKee’s
residence
Monday
@1.14.
My commission expires January 6,1913.
ported a good time and were hand evenings.
11-11Norristown, Pa.
W. L. Gougler has sold
CORN
steady;
No.
2
yellow,
local,
Correct—A ttest:
somely treated.
72@72%c.
properties at the Square
M. B. LINDERMAN,
The fine weather that prevailed
OATS firm; No. 2 white, 46c.; lower
s t a t e n o t ic e .
man Grubb, taking in ex<
JOHN U. FRANCIS, JR .,
Thanksgiving Day services were
grades, 44%c.
Estate of Elizabeth H. Wanner, late
J
. M. KOONS,
like
Saturday
and
Sunday,
will
farm of 25 acres at Neifi
held in our churches, Saint Paul’s
POULTRY:
Live
steady;
hens,
15%
Directors.
of
Lower
Providence township, Montgom
Gougler will relinquish th
and Green Tree, in the evening of bring out the fox hunters. Winter @160.; old roosters, 11c. Dressed Commenced business February 14, 1907.
ery
county,
deceased. Notice is hereby
is
not
quite
here
yet,
as
we
don’t
steady; choice fowls, 16c.; old roostering business and take p<
given that letters of administration upon
that day. The store was, closed and
€1*6
12c
generally
have
winter
until
winter
the above estate have been granted to tbe
of his farm in a short time,
only opened at mail time.’
BUTTER steady; extra creamery,
undersigned. A11 persons indebted to said
comes, and of late that don’t happen 85c.
OTICE TO GUNNERS.
^o. doubt give much atte
per
lb.
estate
are requested to make immediate
We expected to eat goose, just for until March and April, and some
EGGS firm; selected, 4Q@42c.; near
raising superior breeds of <
Gunners and sportsmen, in quest of payment, and those having legal claims
the sake of getting a goose bone to times continues into June, as we by, 37c.; western, 37c.
any kind of game, are forbidden to tres against the same will present them with
POTATOES steady, at 58 @60c. per pass
vrilr;
Mrs. Daniel Smoyer, i see what kind of weather we were have suffered more with the cold in
upon the premises of the undersigned, out delay in proper order for settlement to
^lorristown; Mrs. John Shupe, Mis to have this winter, but the Tran April than in the dead of winter, bushel.
AMOS H. WANNER,
under penalty of law.
Administrator,
*?hupe, Mrs. E. Ford, and Denn
script boys said turkey, and so it and we have built a fire to keep
Irwin Weikel,
Trappe.
Live 8tock Markets.
R. F. D. No. 2 .
Royersford, Pa.
McDavitt, of Philadelphia; Mrs. ft was turkey. It was well timed, for warm while eating a cold dinner in
Anthony
Poley’s
farm,
“
Or
his
attorneys,
E.
L. Hallman and
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
Jacob Hade,
“
~r- Steltz, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Bai the Darby Seer is cbucklingall over June, and that’s no lie. Times have CATTLE steady; choice, $6.80@7.10;
Thos. Hallman, Norristown, Pa.10-26.
Horace Ashenfelter, Upper Providence
tbolomew and daughter, of Potts with satisfaction, because he said changed since we were a boy, and prime, $6.50@6.75.
Samuel
O.
Malley,
“
SHEEP steady; prime wethers, $4.80
town, Mrs. and Mrs. James Pag we would have snow and it was so. so have the seasons, even though
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence \
F. WEIKEL,
@5; culls and common, $2@8; lambs,
- and Skippack.
and daughter Helen, and Mis Now he says an early winter and a they change regularly. Yet spring $5@7.60;
veal calves, $9@9.50.
Catharine Page, of Consbohocke severe one. If he’s the owner of is crowded into summer of late,
HOGS active and higher; prime Additional names, 10 cents each.
A cetylene G as C o n tra c to r,
and Mrs. Rebecca Royal, of Wi the Darby ram, lookout for breakers. summer into autumn and autumn heavies, $8.65; mediums, $8.46@3.50;
heavy
Yorkers,
$8.40@8.45;
light
T * * w e r e the guests i We had goose for supper Sunday into winter, but what’s the odds if Yorkers, $8.20@8.26; nigs, $8.10@8.15; S u b s c rib e f o r The I n d e p e n d e n t. MONT CLARE, PA. Generators and gae
fixtures supplied. Estimates furnished.
"• Smoyer on Thanksgiving Dai evening, and Mrs. Charles Harvey your happy.
touxhs. S7@7.75.
BIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR All work guaranteed.
10-21-3m.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

his; “we will go up and see your moth
er.”
*
But the .small girl shook her bead.
‘You mustn’t,” she said. “Mother
doesn’t have time for visitors, she’s so
It Brought the Knight to the busy. If she doesn’t sew we can’t have
supper, you know. At least mother
Princess He Was Seeking.
can’t, but just the red rabbit and me,
and we only have bread. But when
she sews bard all day we have soup
By VIRGINIA BLAIR.
sometimes and meat, and one day we
[Copyrighted, 1909, by A ssociated L ite rary
P ress. J
had tarts.”
The small girl set the red cotton rab
He stood looking down at her a mo
bit in the open window with his nose ment. “What are you going to have
tonight?” he asked.
u> a flowerpot.
“I’m not sure,” -said the small girl,
"He’s eating grass,” she announced
"but I guess it’s Just bread.”
triumphantly.
“You run along up to your mother,"
"That’s nice,” said the weary woman
he told her abstractedly. “Goodby. I’ll
at the sewing machine, "only don’t let see you again.”
him fall out.”
“He said he’d see me again.” the
"Of course not,” said the small girl. small girl told her mother, who was
“He’d fall and fall and fall if he did, waiting anxiously a t the top of the
stairs.
wouldn’t be?”
“Yes. and you’d have to walk and
“Who?”
walk downstairs to get him.”
"The man with the gray hat. He’s a
"And I’d have to walk and walk up knight looking for a princess, and they
again," said the small girl.
quarreled, and she ran away, and he
She stopped her singsong and leaned hugged me when I told him my name.”
put.
Her mother caught her breath quick
"There’s a man down there,” she re ly. “What did he look like?”
marked, "a man in a gray hat, and he
“He had nice eyes.” said the small
comes every day.”
girl meditatively, “and he was big and
"Does he?” Her mother’s voice was tall.”
absentminded, she was so busy. The
“Oh”—the little mother’s face was
sun shone on her bent bronze head and white—“he mustn’t come here—he
brought out the golden lights in the lit mustn’t.”.
tle curls on her broad white forehead.
But he did come,, and behind him a
'T he small girl’s mother was very colored waiter bore a tray loaded with
young, but her eyes were sad.
good things.
The small girl made the rabbit prance
The little mother stared a t him like
back and forth and back and forth, one who sees a ghost. “Why have
and still the man with the gray hat you come?” she asked.
stood on the corner idly.
“Hush!” He glanced at the man
Then suddenly a dreadful thing hap who was setting the tray on the table.
pened. The red rabbit, being moved “Let me give the child a feast, and
too rapidly on his red cotton legs, lost after th a t if you think best, I will go."
bis balance and fell out.
The small girl clapped her hands.
“Oh,” the small girl shrieked, “he’s “Mother, mother,” she cried, “there’s
h it the man with ttie gray bat!”
chicken and everything!"
"You’ll have to go after him,” said
They ate and drank, the small girl
her mother, "and come right back.”
rapturously stuffing herself and the
"I’ll walk and walk and walk,” sang red rabbit, the other two with little
the small girl as she started,
appetite.
: On the lower landing she met the
And when they had finished the wo
' man in the gray hat. He was big and man said. “You must go now—at
tall, and the small girl thought that once.”
his eyes were beautiful.
“I shall not go,” he said “until I
“i was coming up,” he said.
speak of the lies th at have been told
“Well, you needn’t now,” the small you.”
girl told him, "and thank you for my
“Lies?” Her startled eyes questioned
rabbit.”
him.
She held out her hand for it. “Thank
“Oh. my dear,” he came over and
you,” she said gravely when she had took her bands, “why didn’t you trust
it safely tucked under her arm.
me? Why didn’t you come to me and
She turned to make the long climb tell me the stories that those relatives
upward, and then, struck suddenly by of mine had told? -Couldn’t you see
that if they got my wife out they
could combine to live on my money
and have the comforts 1 had always
provided ?”
“But they said you loved—some one
—else.”
“1 have loved only you,” he said,
and his eyes met hers very gravely.
“They told me things of you, too—that
you did not care for me, and that was
why 1 let you go. And you did not
tell me of the child.”
“Oh. no,” she breathed; “I could
not!”
“And so for five years you have
struggled.” His voice broke. “And
I believed that you did not care until
last month. When 1 shut up the big
house after my sister’s death 1 came
across your little diary far back in
your desk, and in it I read—w hat you
have thought—how you have loved me
—dear.’*
She was sobbing now in his arrqs.
and the sound attracted the attention
of the small girl, who, with the red
rab b it bad been finishing the sweets.
“You’ve made her cry.” she re
proached him.
“But we are going to be happy ever
.after,” be said as he clasped her close.
“1 have found my princess, baby.”
“ I AM H U N T IN G F O B T H E C A S T L E W H E R E
T H E P R IN C E S S IS I M P R I S O N E D .”

a thought, she asked him, "W hat
makes you come and stand on the cor
ner every day?”
He laughed. “I’m looking for some
one.” he said, "some one who is hid
den in some of these big houses on
this big street, and 1 ca.n’t find her.”
"Ob. is it a fairy story?” asked the
small girl eagerly, and she sat down
on the step and spread out her small
short skirts sociably.
“Yes; it’s a fairy story,” he said,
and sat down beside her, “and i am
hunting for the castle where the prin
cess is imprisoned, and I’m the poor
knight who has wandered and wan
dered and can’t And her.”
“But some day you will find her,”
comforted the small person, “and
you’ll give her a kiss, 'and you’ll live
happy ever after.”
"I’m not so sure,” said the rueful
knight, “that She’ll let me kiss her.”
i “Why not?”
1 “Well, you see. the princess and the
knight quarreled awfully, and the
princess ran away from him and said
she would Dever come back.”
“Ob,” gasped the small girl, “that’s
different from any fairy tale 1 ever
heard!”
"Yes; it is different.”
“Did the princess have golden hair?”
the small girl demanded.
"No. but It was brown with golden
lights and with little curls on her fore
head.”
“ Like mother.” said the small girl
happily.
"Like”— He caught his breath and
looked at her closely.
Then be put a finger under her chin
and turned her little face up to him—
such a baby face, but with the firm
chin, the deep gray eyes, the broad,
low brow *if the woman he had loved!
“Baby;” he whispered, “what is your
name?”
“Lucile Dudley Morse.”
“My God!” He was crushing her in
his arms, red rabbit and all, until she
|gave a 1fttie squeal of protest,
j Then he said “Beg pardon” and set
idown.
t . “Come,” he took the small hand in -

Lost Himself.
An absentminded professor was
much annoyed by the trouble be expe
rienced every morning in hunting for
his clothes, for be never could remem
ber where he bad put them the night
before when be undressed. £o be de
vised the plan of writing down on a
sheet of paper where each article of
clothing was placed as he took it off,
and this is what he wrote:
“Coat on third peg, left band corner
of room; waistcoat and trousers on
chair by bed; collar on door handle; tie
through key of door; vest on floor by
window; cuffs on knobs by bedstead;
shirt on portmanteau; sock^ on gas
bracket; boots outside door; professor
in bed.”
Next morning this plan seemed to
answer admirably. He collected his
garments rapidly, and when be came
to the last item on the list he went
over to the bed and, tq his great dis
gust, found it empty.
“Ah!” he cried in bewilderment.
“Now the professor is lost! This plan
is not good. What shall 1 do now?”
Proving His Love.
They were "sitting out” the dance
when Miss L uv IIwud glided silently
by, waltzing most gracefully.
“Oh, Algy,” said the girl, "don’t you
think Miss Luvliwun quite the nicest
girl in the room?”
“Why, yes. May, darling, if you think
so.”
“And her eyes—aren’t they just de
lightful?”
“Perfectly, pet!” Algy agreed.
"And hasn’t, she the prettiest mouth
and the sweetest face imaginable?”
“Simply charming!” quoth Algy.
“And don’t you think she’s awfully
clever too? Knows French, and—bo-bo
—oh-o-o!”
Poor Algy’s face went ghastly white.
“Why, darling.” he exclaimed, “whatever’s the matter? Are you ill? Shall

FOILED THEIR PLOT.

The Way Mme. Alboni Frustrated a The Many and Varied Duties They
Have to Perforlh.
Schema te Hiss Her.
As a conductor he will probably be
“Once upon a time, when Mme. Al
boni was at Trieste," writes Henry C gin in the freight service. His caboose
will be a traveling office, and, more
Lahee in “Famous Singers of Today,"
“she was informed of the existence of than that, it will carry all the gossip of
a plot to h i h e r off the stage. Hav the division up and dowD the line. It
ing ascertai ned the names of her de may be a homely little car. but it is
tractors ana where they were to be just as sure to be a homelike place.
found, she donned male attire, to From its elevated outlook he may com
which her short hair and robust fig mand a good view of the train away
ure helped to complete her disguise, ahead to the engine, and he will be
and went to the cafe at which the supposed to know all the while that
conspirators met.
Here she found the brakemen are attending to their
them in full consultation, and, taking duties, that the train is in good order,
a seat at a table, she listened to their particularly that there are no hot
conversation for a time. After awhile
boxes smoking away and in imminent
she addressed the leader, saying; T danger of setting fire to the train and
hear that you Intend to play a trick the valuable contents. There is a deal
upon some one. I am very fond of a of bookkeeping to be accomplished in
little practical joke myself and should that traveling office. The conductor
be glad if you would allow me to join
will receive the waybills of the cars
you on this occasion.’
of his train and their contents, and he
“ ‘With pleasure,’ was the reply. ‘We is held responsible for their safe de
intend to hiss an opera singer off the liveries to their destination or the junc
stage this evening.’
tion points where they are to be de
“ ‘Indeed!. And of wbat is she livered to other lines.
guilty?1
When he comes to the passenger
“ ‘Oh, nothing, except thaL being an service there will be still more book
Italian, she has sung In Munich and keeping to confront him, and he will
Vienna to German audiences, and we have to be a man of good mental at
think she ought to receive some casti tainments to handle all the many,
gation for her unpatriotic conduct.’
many varieties of local and through
“ T agree with you, and now please tickets, mileage books, passes and oth
tell me what I am to do.’
er forms of transportation contracts
“ ‘Take this whistle.’ said the leader. that come to him. to detect the good
‘At a signal to be given at the conclu from the bad, to throw out the coun
sion of the air sung by Roslna the terfeits that are constantly being offer
noise will begin, and you will have to ed to him. He will have to carry quite
Join/in.’
a money account for cash affairs, and
“ T shall be very glad to do so,’ said
he knows the mistakes will have to be
the singer and put the whistle in her
paid for out of his own pocket.
pocket
All that is only a phase of his busi
“In the evening the house was pack
ed—every seat was occupied—and the ness. He is responsible for the care
audience warmly applauded the open and safe conduct of bis train, equally
ing numbers of the opera. In due responsible in the last respect with the
eourse Mme. Alboni appeared, and at engineer. He also receives and signs
the point at which she was about to for the train orders, and he is required
address her tutor a few of the con to keep in mind every detail of the
spirators began to make a disturbance, train’s progress over the tine. He will
have his own assortment of questions
not waiting for the signal.
“Without showing any concern Mme. to answer at every stage of the jour
Alboni walked down to the footlights, ney, and he will be expected to main
and, holding up the whistle, which tain the discipline of the railroad upon
was hung to her neck by a ribbon, she its trains. That may mean in the one
exclaimed: ‘Gentlemen, are you not a instance the ejectment of a passenger
little before your time? 1 thought we who refuses to pay his fare—and still
were not to commence whistling until he must not involve the road in any
big damage suit—or in another the sub
I bad sung the air.’
“For a moment a deathly stillness jugation of some gang of drunken loaf
prevailed; then suddenly the bouse ers. The real wonder of it is that so
broke into thunders of applause, which many conductors come as near as they
was led by the conspirators them do to the Chesterfieldian standards.—
Edward Hungerford in Outing Maga
selves,”
zine.

A GRATEFUL PATIENT.
The Coin That Was Measured by a
Famous Surgeon.
Dr. Grenfell, an old London hospital
pupil. In a sketch o f Sir Frederick
Treves in the Pall Mall Gazette tells
the story of a tiny sovereign gold
piece given by a grateful patient to
the famous surgeon and guarded by
him as a priceless treasure. A sailor
from Norway had been operated on by
Sir Frederick in hospital. His life had
been saved, and he had gone his way.
Late one evening a timid knock
brought Sir Frederick himself at that
unusual hour to his door in Wlmpole
street A tall, gaunt sailor in thread
bare attire asked if this was where
“Mr. Treves lives.” At his earnest re
quest, though somewhat under protest,
he was allowed to enter. He at once
proceeded to get out a jackknife, and
from the lining of the belt of his trou
sers he cut out a small gold piece and
offered it to Sir Frederick. On his re
fusal to accept it the man was so hurt
that Sir Frederick listened to his story,
and an interesting one it was.
The man had on leaving hospital
sought a berth at the London docks,
but, being a stranger, had been unable
to get one. He bad got out of money
and had gone hungry day after day.
though he knew that be had sewed up
In his waistband by his wife in Nor
way the piece of gold in question. He
had got so pulled down by bad living
that he at last decided be must spend
the money, but that very day he suc
ceeded in getting a berth on a ship,
and bis advance had given the food be
stood so sorely in need of. He had
promptly tramped all the way to Wim
pole street, and his bearing was such
that Sir Frederick found himself
“bowing into the darkness, holding the
gold piece in his hand and with an
overwhelming sense of inferiority
strongly impressed on his mind.”

The Critic.
“W hat do you think of this picture?”
“Rotten!”
“Why, it was taken from life.”
“Pity the artist wasn’t ”—Cleveland
Leader. '

FIGURES TALK.

FOR

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO -

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
----- O... ...
Try Our Coffees,
(.'mined Goods,
(fried Fruits

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

The growth of the trust business of
the Norristown Trust Company in the
past three years as reported to the
Commissioner of Banking shows as
follows:
May 28, 1907............................ $1,409,258.04
May 19, 1908.............................$1,600,613.01
Apr. 28, 1909............................ $1,766,378.03
Nov. 6, 1909............................ $1,902,756.38
We can serve you carefully and eco
nomically as
EXECUTOR,
ADMINISTRATOR,
TRUSTEE,
GUARDIAN, or
AGENT.
Consult us about any of these lines of
business. We can help you.

The same water is used over
and oyer again to operate

Hot Water and
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and

Uorristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main Sts.

SE E D S.
Clover,
Timothy,
Lawn Grass,
Garden and Flower Seeds

G a r d e n T o o ls
OF ALL KINDS.

Poultry and Fence Wire.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction- Will also furnish and erect the
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumpe supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

TheJr.H.lteiijamm Co. J. H. BOLTON,
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOL8, AND

4-4.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

MILL SUPPLIES.

No . 2 0 5 Bridge S t.,
PHtENIX VILLE, PA.
Both ’Phones.

J. P. STETLER, Manager.

$ 9 * HEADQUARTERS
—F O R -

F a l l and. “W in te r
GOODS!

The trouble isn’t with one slander
ing tongue so much as with a thou
sand listening ears.

YOD WILL
u
HAKE NO
m
§
tt
MISTAKE
m
I
i

I
As usual our stock of fall and winter
goods comprises an attractive variety of
dependable qualities a t reasonable prices.
Full assortment of
OUTING and other FLANNELS,
and FLANNELETTES, BED
BLANKETS and COMFORTS.
UNDERWEAR for men, women and
children. Sweater Coats.
HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,
from 75 cents to $12.
OIL CLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.

I
i

§
I
§

I
I

§
n

In ms king your purchases at
FENTON'S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept In
stock In a thoroughly equipped
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or In any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

18
1
§
FEITOIT, 1
11

Gents’ Furnishing Goods In
variety.

------o-----

Daniel H. Bartman,

GUNS AND AMMUNITION for sports
men and other sporting goods.

W. P.

COLLKGKVILLE, PA.

OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is up
to date in varied assortments and quali
ties. Everything needed in the culinary
line at your service at the right prices.
The favors of our patrons always appreci
ated.

Dally and Sunday Papers.

HORACE STORB
PO T TSTO W N , P E N N ’A

E. G. Brownback’s Store,
T R A PPE, PA.

*

I
Ready-made Pantaloons and |
8
Overshoes, and Freed’s I
I Overalls,
Boots and Shoes are among the
I specialties.
i
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
i
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

SHOES for everybody; light and heavy
wear for men and boys, and shoes for the
ladies in variety.

and Confectionery.

A Modest Art Student.
M anufacturer and D ealer in All
An a rt student in Berlin wrote to a
Kinds of AMERICAN and
brewing concern in Bohemia offering
to paint for tne brewers “pictures suit
FOREIGN
able for advertising purposes—artistic,
appropriate, attractive and cheap.” He
went On to say:.“Sir John Millais was
not above taking 40,000 marks from a
soapmaker for one of his paintings .to
be used as an advertisement. Nor did
he hesitate to offer other pictures for
the same purpose at the same price.
Why should not I, who owe my tailor Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
and who fears to look my landlady in
to Look Like New.
the face, not do the same? Stay! I
shall do better. Am willing to take
Special attention given to cleaning
less than 40.000 marks for my best Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings and
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of
work.”
how long standing or how badly discol
ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
Slow and Sure.
their original brightness without injuring
“How is my son getting along?” the Granite.
asked a parent of the headmaster of
a school.
“He’s slow and sure.” was the re
sponse.
“That’s satisfactory!”
“Not so.” rejoined the master. “By
it I mean th at be is slow to learn and
sure to forget.”—London Telegraph.

The Practical One.
“All writers are not impractical, are
“Oh-o.” sobbed May, “I—thought you they?”
“Oh, no! One man will write a joke
—loved me—you loved me best, Algy!”
and sell it for 50 cents. Another will
“So I do. darling!”
“W-w-weli. how can you ta-talk so write a comic opera around it and
about that ugly, vulgar Luvliwun draw $20,000 in royalties.”—Louisville
Oourier-J ournal.
airir.’

I”-

RAILWAY CONDUCTORS.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

n
I
I

THE OLDSTAND
Established - • 1875.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,

Undertaker *■ Embalmer

Jakwy.
Choice Bread

tR A PP E , PA.

AND

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. 8pecial attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, ?A.
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
Dead Animals Removed
0TW111 meet trains at all Stations. Or
.FREE OF CHARGE.
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$©“ Sales advertised in the I nde $1.00 for Dead Cows. t
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.

are sure to attract the
presence of bidders and buyers. Geo. W . Schweiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
You can let all the people know
what you have to sell by adver Advertise Your Sales in
tising.
Independent.
pendent

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville Grist Mills.
We have installed another new 80 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
■*epropose to do our custom work at very short n otice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

LARGE ASSORTMENT
O F

Headquarters for High Orade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of

Igran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
©nr Stock Includes:

MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEEP MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’8 GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
SUCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S 8TOCK FEED.
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSE8.
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

$ 3 9

To Fit All Heads
at the Right
Prices.

Headquarters for the
very latest styles in head

■''vX7- I l l B u y

One of Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

wear for Men and Boys.
Bought in large quanti

ties at the lowest figures,
Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a onethe prices are always
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted right to our patrons.
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes,
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap SPECIAL BARGAINS
proval of the purchaser before payment is required.
-I3 S T -

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I-I2 .

Carriage and Wagon Building,
Repairing o f a ll kinds will be
done a t reasonable prices.
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.

HOLD ON THERE!
Be careful not to place yonr orders for
[Eniidtng or other Lumber until we have had
• chance to estimate on your wants. We
•re certain to give you entire satisfaction
u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.

Have now on hand for sale: 2 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 2-seated surrey, cheap,
l'spriug wagon, iro-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
. K. H. GRATER,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone.

that w ill wear w ell and
give satisfaction.

221 High Street,

PO T TSTO W N . PA.

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
1 COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

When you

THE ENTERPRISE

buy FURNITURE and H O U S E FURNISHING GOODS you want
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full value for your
money. Kindly remember that

MARBLE MS—AND—

Q-ranite "W orks. When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

ft&ST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

new shades and styles

R. M . R O O T ,

IW.H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

Ave., Royersford, Pa.

From Pure Worsteds in

stock.

Come and see us.

Walnut Street and Seventh

Winter Wear

Come and inspect our

[feMay Save You a Dollar or Two, Also.

|H. E, BRANDT, * Proprietor.

For Fall and

RAM BO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo---First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Cable, Proprietor.

The Collegeville
Furniture Store
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
QUALITY and VALUE; where
you can save the expense of trips to
larger towns or the city and fre
quently some cash besides in paying
for your purchases. I t is always a
pleasure to show goods. Our stock
includes various styles of Furniture,
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
Linoleums.
CARPETS CLEANED and RELAID. REPAIRING and UP
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.

60 YEAR8*
’EXPERIENCE

THE B E ST HARNESS
MADE TO o r d e r .
fcrkn"
of harness supplies, saddles,
hoots, blankets for summer and
Bro/’-Stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
Al IR1NG OF HARNESS a specialty!
tlnn! V holee £rade cigars Special attento box trade.

w . E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
K °J* ** * S T O W N HERALD
John ° ° K B I 8 B E B Y . Binding,
ultng, Perforating, Paging, Number0oBBooks for Banks and Business
bound
8Peelal attention. Magazines
S lv
done quickly and
^dress '“ “mates cheerfully furnished.
^
HERALD PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Patents
TRADE MARKS
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s & c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpeeial notice* without charge, in the

Scientific Am erican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $8 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co,3 6 1Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 625 F St* Washington, D. G»

All kinds of Job Print
ing tastefully executed at the
Independent Office at reasona
ble prices. You patronage will
abscrlbe for The Independent.
S t PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR be appreciated.

Furnishing Undertaker
and Embalmer.
Orders entrusted to my charge will
receive the most careful and pains
taking attention.

John L. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
’Phone No-18.

J©“ The I ndependent ’s eigb t pages
contain local and general news,agri
cultural notes, short stories and
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter. A copy every week for 52
weeks, $1.00.

5

glad to see me and a little excited with
cocktails and prospective greatness.”
“If this story is published tomorrow
morning what effect will it have?”
"There will be no election. Small,
Edwards and Dick will abandon their The Puzzle of the Tiny Firefly
scheme and deny the story; public
and the Mighty Comet.
opinion would be too strong against
them. Our paper is fighting for Judge
And a Telephone Call That Was Allerton. He Is its heaviest stock
EACH HOLDS THE SECRET.
holder."
Canceled.
"If you telephone your editor, Dick
will pot be governor, will be? He will it Is a M ystery to Science, and th e Man
By A N N IE H 1NRICHSEN .
lose, as many a man has lost, because
W ho Is Able to P en etrate T h a t M ys
(Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated Literary
he trusted a woman.”
Press.!
te ry Will Be In a Position to R evo
“But my paper”—
The man looked across the table at
lutionize T his P lan et of O urs.
“What about yourself?”
her. In his eyes were .surprise and
“This is my work—my profession"—
This is not an Aesop fable, although
amusement.
“When you were a little girl you
“1 don’t know you," he smUed. were the prettiest, sweetest little girl it'h a s a moral.
There are two things in whose pres
“Haven’t the slightest Idea who you in Middleford. Dick Huston was the
are. But you are the most charming worst boy in town. Do you remem ence science stands wondering and
abashed—the little glowworm (or the
young woman I have ever met.”
ber? There was only one persoD who
The girl laughed softly and delight ever had a good Influence over him. yet tinier firefly) and the mighty comet
edly. “It’s good not to hear the Inan and that was yon. Little as you were, arching the sky with its glimmering
ity, ‘You haven’t changed a bit In the you made him quit swearing and beat train. Each of them holds the same'
last five years; you’re just the same.’ " ing small boys. He has not forgotten, secret—how to make light without
She held her slender, straight, young what you were to him then. A man heat. The man who gets that secret
will revolutionize the planet.
figure with military rigidity.
holds in his heart always through the
The late president of the Royal As
“You’re not the same.” he Insisted. crnelest of life’s disillusions the pure.
“You’re altogether different.
The Innocent child he first loved. She be tronomical Society of Great Britain
young woman journalist dining with longs to the time of dreams, a state of referred to the value of the comet’s
me tonight is a brand new person, Idealism we once lived In, but from secret In his retiring address. He
bearing, as a means of attracting my which most of us have departed. Dick j thought that we do not sufficiently apI predate the wondrous spectacle of a
had a lot of sentiment. He is about I comet’s tail. It shows us hundreds of
to attain the highest place in the state, billions of cubic miles of space slmuland he is feeling very deeply. He ! taneously glowing with luminosity
talked to you tonight because you were j whose origin is a mystery,
the dream girl”—
i It is a gigantic experiment in a
“Dick has no'conscience, no political branch of physics of which we as yet
honor. He is a bribe giver and a know very little. The comet is im
grafter. I have my fight to make -a mersed in what we may well regard
hard, unfair one. Why shouldn't I use as a vacuum; at least it is a far morethis opportunity to make good? No perfect vacuum than we can produce.
mercy and little justice has been Yet the persistent glow of the comet’s
shown to me. I'm feeling things, too tail shows that there Is no real vacuum
—more things than Dick is. I’m feel there, but a vast quantity of extreme
ing five years of poverty and loneli ly attenuated matter which no doubt
ness and hurts and disillusion meats Is the cause of the luminosity.
and slavish hard work. I look suc
We ought, Professor Newall thinks,
cessful. 1 wear the clothes, and I’ve to awake to the Importance of this
learned the maimer. But It’s a bluff: hint. “Who knows,” he says, “wheth
Some day It won’t be; some day It er. if we could discover a method of
will be real. I want success. 1 in disrupting gases and vapors In ultra
tend to have it. I’m only an assistant vacuous spaces artificially maintained
society reporter, sent down here to on earth, we should not have a meth- .
write up a state meeting of woman’s od of artificial Illumination as econom
dubs because the regular reporter is ical as that of the glowworm and as
ill. This story will throw me ah e a d - brilliant as is needed for our nocturnal
years beyond assistant society scrib life?”
bling”—
This thing may really be within our
She stopped abruptly, then went on reach, although a t the present time
in a gentler tone:
we cannot even suggest to ourselves
“Bob. I used to envy you. and now exactly how it is to be attained. But.
I do more than ever. Yon always had the tendency of recent Investigation is
the best of everything—new shoes and In that direction. As Sir John Horsuch nice hobbyhorses. Life has gone schel said of another discovery which
on so easily for you. You inherited was ju st at the door, “We can feel it
HE LAUGHED HAPPILY AND DREW HEB yonr father’s money and prestige, and trembling along the farreaching -line
HANDS UP TO HIS LIPS.
success came ready made, gilt edged of our analysis.”
attention in a proper manner, the and tied up with a pink ribbon."
There are not a few men, who are
name of a girl I used to take to pic
“Dick has never married. You can regarded by their harder headed scien
nics in a little fresh water town.*
be the wife of the governor of the tific brethren as “dreamers,” who pic
“Middleford—dear little old town. 1 state.”
ture to themselves a fast coming time
haven’t beeD back to It— Bob. look—
“The wife of a moral degenerate—a when we shall not only obtain light at
the fourth table to your right.” ,
boodler”—
as cheap a rate as the firefly has it.
“Who are they? Oh. J see! One of
He laughed happily and drew her but when we shall have tapped the exthem Is Dick Huston.”
hands up to his lips. “Ob. sweat hanstless stores of energy that sleep
"And the one at his left is Martin souled, contradictory child, cut it out all around us in nature.
Small, and the baldheaded one is John and come home with me! J want j We are like one in a dream sus
Edwards.”
pended in the midst of a vast work
you"—
“A distinguished party.”
“I won’t. The hardest part of my j shop crowded with ‘multitudinous ma
“A most amazing combination—three straggle is past, or will be when this ! chines, all whirling and fluttering in
official enemies dining together a hun story reaches onr editor. You think a storm of energies, but which he can
dred miles from where they are sop- I’m doing wrong in taking this oppor neither control nor understand. If
posed to be. It means something.”
tunity. If I give it up yon will assume j we could see these things they tni-ht
“The election of a United States : the responsibility of m.v future. Is j terrify us, as the dreamer is terrif’ed .
senator.”
that what you mean? You were al- | by the whirring belts and spinning
“Probably.”
ways a sentimentalist. Dick, and the wheels of his vision, seeming to grasp
“CaD you pick the winner?”
truest, best— But 1 shall stay and at his life.
If the scientific Investigator needs
“If I can talk to Dick an hour I’ll fight It oht and succeed. I shall use
know the winner.”
Dick’s story and take the benefit. I j to establish a raison d’etre in the eyes
“We are not interested in United j won’t go home with yon to he lazy and I of the public, which cannot follow
either his processes or his results, he
States senators and legislative dead- I comfortable and good and happy."
locks and political bosses tonight.”
“Happy.” he remarked to the bands has only to point to the fact that the
She spoke impatiently. “ I waDt to he still held against his face, “Happy.” greatest practical discoveries of mod
ern times have come out of the labora
know why those three men are togeth
The curtains of the aleo've parted.
er. The legislature meets again tomor
“Lady,” announced a bellboy, "cen tories from things as incomprehensible
to the unltiated as so much magic. It
row after • a week’s adjournment. tral has yonr party on the line."
Something is being planned by that
“Tell central—tell central.” she be Is a well known fact that the growing
party which will break the long dead gan, "the call is—the call is canceled.” might of Germany springs from her
devotion to “pure research.”
lock. They are not together for social
Referring again to the pregnant hint 1
purposes. Dick hasn’t seen us. We’li
Shaking a C arpet.
of
the comet, Professor Newall is
go into the hotel lobby, and you must
“There’s nothing the m atter with this
leave me. Go upstairs to the parlor carpet, my dear,” remarked Niggard clearly right in saying, “Here Is a
theme that should stir up the most
and wait for me.”
to bis wife, who was cleaning bouse commercial mind in the support of as
“But, Marion”—
and said she couldn't make the place
“This is business. Bob. Will you do look nice .unless there was a new floor tronomy.”—G arrett P. Serviss in New
York American.
as 1 say? We’ll talk later.”
covering to ' jhe front room. "Al! it
For an hour and a half he waited. needs is a good beating.” he continued.
On th e C ars of New York.
Then she came, hurrying.
After beating a merry tattoo oo the
The
surface cars of New York carry
“I have it. It's done. Come into the carpet with a stick out in the back
on each line as different a nationality
alcove, and I'll tell you about it.
yard for half an hour Niggard, with as if each belonged to a different coun
“If their plans don't miscarry the an exultant expression on bis face,
try. On the Eighth avenue line there
next senator will be—guess—Governor called to his wife:
are mostly colored people; on the Sixth
Greenwood.
"Come here, my dear. Why. it looks avenue they are largely Americans, if
"He told me everything. I've put in just as good as a new one.”
there are any Americans in New York;
a long distance call for our office. It’s
“I don’t see how you can say such
a big story, and our paper will have it a thing,” replied his wife, with tears in on the Broadway cars there are styl
ishly dressed New Yorkers: on the
in time for the early edition.
her eyes, " it’s just as faded as it ever
“Dick says the deadlock will be bro was. and you've only made more holes Third avenue Irish and Jewish people
predominate, on the Second -avenue
ken tomorrow. For seven weeks Judge in it.”
Jewish, Italian, Hungarian. Swedish'
Allerton has been within ten votes of
“Do you mean to say 1 don't know
an election. Small controls the men how to shake a carpet?” demanded and German, while on the surface cars
th at run along Avenue A you see
who are supporting Allerton. Edwards Niggard, his vanity touched.
every foreign nationality under the
controls fifteen votes, which he has re
“I do." replied his better half in a
fused to give to Allerton or any other lone that left no doubt what the result sun, all bareheaded.—New York Press.
man whom Small favors. But both would be. “You are going to shake
V ain Regrets.
want Governor Greenwood out of the that old carpet for a new one.”
“Thht man Biffin lacks courage and
state. The internal improvement com
energy.”
mission is to be appointed, and there
T he B ishopstrcw Belie.
“Yes, confound him!”
will be a lot of graft in it for whoever
The famous Beau Nash was al one
“Why do you say that?”
the governor appoints. Governor Green time extremely fond of a beautiful girl
“Because he was courting my wife
wood hates both Small and Edwards called Juliana Papjo.v. sometimes
and won't give them or their friends a known as the Bishopstrow belle. ’ She long before I met her. If he had had
chance a t.th e money the commission used to ride about the streets of Bath a little more courage and energy— But
will have to disburse. Small and Ed on a fine gray horse, carrying a whip what’s the use of talking about it
wards have agreed to bury their dif with many thongs, a fad which gained now?”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ferences and secure for themselves the for her the title of Lady Betty Besom.
W h at Rules th e W orld.
control of rhe commission. They will Juliana was very kind hearted, and
When Napoleon caused the names of
unite their votes, elect Governor Green during the last five years of the beau's
wood to the senate, remove him from life she nursed him devotedly. After his dead soldiers to be Inscribed on the
state to federal politics and have as his death she vowed that she would face of Pompey’s pillar, some one crit
governor a man whom they can con never again sleep in a bed and took tip icised the act as “a mere bit of imagi
trol. Dick Huston, the lieutenant gov her abode in a large hollow tree, where nation." “That is true,” replied Na
ernor. will succeed Greenwood, and she lived fbY many years, earning a poleon. “but imagination rales the
Small and Edwards will have the scanty livelihood by sell Iug^ herb medi world.”—Atlantic.
spending of the commission funds.
cines and fetching and carrying. At
C om pensation.
"And I've secured the story for my last Juliana became very ill. and.
A young cadet was complaining of
paper. It's the biggest surprise in the knowing she could uot possibly re
the tight fit of his uniform.
political history of the state."
cover.. she felt an intense longing to
“Why, father,” he declared, “the col
“Dick gave you permission. 1 sup die in her old cottage home at Btsho> lar presses my Adam’s apple so hard
pose. to use this story."
strow. More dead than aHve. she set. I can taste cider!”—Harper’s Weekly.
“No. He does not kDow I am work- J out on this last journey and managed
ing on a paper. I have not seen him | to reach the house where she :■was
Yonr little child Is yonr only true
for years. He was enthusiastically I horn In time to die there..
democrat.—Stowe.
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T h e In d e p e n d e n t

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
general community come within her sphere?
So who can say where does home begin or
end?”

PU B L ISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.
A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF COUNTY
POLITICS.
COLLEGE VILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
N orristown , N ov. 29, 1909.
F riend Moser :—A misprint in ,my last obscured
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
tbe meaning of a passage. It should have read "Messrs.
Styer, Kratz, Fetterolf and tbe others lend the weight
of their honored names to make the thing respectable.”
Thursday, December 2,1909.
As a prelude or preliminary to the several contests
that followed, it is proper to mention the great chair
T he faithful performance of private and manship fight in 1895, between Gilkyson and Quay.
public duty is the keystone of the arch of While Quay apparently carried the State con vention,
and was elected State Chairman, and thus secured the
true civilization.
prestige victory always gives its chief beneficiary, in
point of fact it was not a Quay victory at all; it was a
T hanks to I. C. Williams, Esq., Deputy victory of the country over tbe two big cities, then in
F orestry Commissioner of Pennsylvania, for the grip of two powerful machines—the Magee-Flinn
a copy of Smull’s Handbook and Manuel of machine in Pittsburg and the Martin-Porter machine
in Philadelphia, both very obnoxious to the people of
the State of Pennsylvania for the year 1909.
the State; and Quay was shrewd enough to take ad
vantage of the situation and line up the country dis
Six former employes of the Sugar T rust tricts against the cities. My sympathies naturally
are now on trial in New York for their share sided with the country districts, and besides I did not
in the underweighing frauds. If they will care a snap for Gilkyson, but I had always had a pro
found distrust for Quay, who was to be the chief bene
take the witness stand and tell all they know ficiary of a country victory, so I allowed a strong, per
some men quite prominently identified with sonal, and life-long friendship for Fetterolf to control
the Trust will wish they bad better char my action, and enlisted under the Hastings banner.
Fetterolf was the accredited leader of the Hastingsacters and less money.
Gilkyson forces in-this county, and Judge Holland,
then District Attorney, of the Quay forces. Holland
M arriage is not regarded as a failure in was fortunate enough to enlist on his side the entire
Bradford county.
The marriage license section bordering on Philadelphia and this turned the
docket of the county, which gave way to a tide in favor of Quay. Tbe reason was obvious: then
new one on Friday last, recorded 552 licenses as now the people of this section were opposed to the
Philadelphia nomination because they kneW how offen
in 470 days. T his indicates more than one sive it was and as Martin, the then chief of the Phila
marriage per day, Sundays and holidays in delphia combine, was supporting Gilkyson, the section
cluded, and knocks into smithereens the turned in en masse for Quay—just as in 1905 the same
claim made by some that the taking and giv  section was strongly agaiDst the McNicbol candidate
ing in marriage is not as popular as it used for State Treasurer—and is to-day strongly against the
Philadelphia organization, because they know what a
to be.
monster it is. The upper end of the county under the
efficient generalship of Fetterolf was very strongly
T he Blue Book for 1909, issued by the against Quay. The districts surrounding his home
Director of the Census, shows that the total came up solid for Gilkyson—Upper Providence, Trappe
number of persons now in the employ of the and Mingp, Lower Providence, Norritbn, Worcester,
Federal Government is 370,065—an increase Skippack, Perkiomen, and the two east districts of
in the past two years of about 60,000, or 20 Limerick—a very great compliment showing that no
mistake had been made in selecting him as leader.
per cent. At this rate of increase the time Holland was equally fortunate in holding his neighbors
is not far distant when the officeholders of the to Quay. Consbohqcken (East and West), Plymouth,
Federal Government will equal in number the Whitemarsh and Springfield came up without a break.
remainder of the population of the United Some of their lieutenants were not so lucky. While
States. Something for voters, who gre not Dambly carried Skippack; Heebner, Lansdale; Jarrett,
Norriton; Hollenbacb, Pottsgrove, Hunter, Jenkinofficeholders, to think about.
town, and Lower Providence came up smiling three' to
one against Quay, Garner lost Hatboro, Comly lost
R ev-. Dr. J oseph K rauskopf , in his ser Ambler, Henry W. Kratz lost the Seventh Ward of
Norristown. Goentner could not get a look in, in Ahmon at Temple Kenesetb Israel, Philadelphia, ington.and Wanger was permitted by Holland to cSfirry
Sunday morning, discussed Dr. Eliot’s “ R e his district to save his face with Bucks county, Gilky
ligion of the Future.” . Dr. Krauskopf took son’s home, although his sympathies were known to be
the position that the prophets of the Old with Quay, as they have been ever since, and Knipe
was openly for Quay. On the other side—while Hoi
Testam ent were ignored by P resident Eliot land was grandly successful, and in consequence be
and that Israel was unfairly treated. He came successively Naval Officer, U. S. District At
said, however: “ We agree with him in his torney, and District Judge, Saylor lost Pottstown,
teaching that the religion of the future will Brownback lost Limerick all but one district, Stinson
not be based on authority, either ecclesiasti lost his district, Barker lost two districts in Lower
Merion, Hallowell lost Moreland, and even Bosler had
cal or temporal, that man, while willing to be his wings clipped by being compelled to sit in the con
led, will not permit him self to be driven to vention with a Hastings colleague by his side. Rhine
faith, that- man will follow his own reason Freed beat Wilmer H. Johnson in North Wales and
and not the-dieta of other men’s minds. We was remembered by being made Register of Wills and
agree with his teaching that the religioh of Chief Coiner of the Mint. The unexpected happened .in
tbe future will not personify forces of nature Upper Providence, Lower, when Thompson beat Cap
tain Carmack of blessed memory, and carried the dis
into deities nor apotheosize human beings trict for Quay. I well remember how the dear old
into gods. It will not project an enlarged Captain would shake his bead as if in deprecation when
'human being into interstellar space and call asked. about the methods used in accomplishing this
him .God, and assign to him distinctively result. On such a foundation rests the appointment
human attributes, and endow him with pass for four years as Assistant U. S. District Attorney and
eight years as U. S. District Attorney. A unique
ions and hatreds that may be appeased by feature of this contest was that all the officeholders,
means of sacrifice, penance or prayer. And County, State and National, except District Attorney
we also agree with his teaching that the re (Holland), the Senator (Saylor), the County Commiss
ligion of the future will not be one of gloom, ioners, were lined up against Quay and were beaten.
will not make death and punishment after Two of the very strongest Independent leaders in redeath its chief concern, nor will it stand in cent years, the one to the day of his death, and the
other to this day, to wit: Isaac W. Smith and Charles
dread of satans or any other supernatural Heber Clark, were strong advocates of Quay in that
powers of evil.”
contest, Clark publishing a very strong letter in his
usual vigorous and trenchant style in favor of Quay.
I da M. R ubincam , of the Pennsylvania By request of Fetterolf, I gladly bore the burden of
the literary work for our side. Many political fortunes
Woman Suffrage Association, w r ite s: “The in our county were made and unmade by this contest,
threadbare argument ‘woman’s place is in the many besides those above enumerated. If Hastings
had carried the State convection, it is not at a)l im
home,’ too often advanced by the man whose probable that Fetterolf would have been nominated for
daughters and whose wife even must step State Treasurer. My conscience is clear as to what I
out every day and labor against odds to sup did in that contest; nothing violative of the duty an
port this aforesaid ‘home’ has become mere American citizen owes his self-respect and honor. If
all the Quay leaders can say the same I congratulate
stock phraseology and might well be replaced them. After the State convention extraordinary efforts
by 'something more logical, for who to-day were made to heal the wounds, unify the contestants,
can define the term ‘home?’ Is it any longer and bring peace. Godshall, a Hastings man, was nom
a place bound by four walls? Does a woman’s inated for County Treasurer, and Johnson (our own
motherhood cease when her children leave Charley), a Quay man, was nominated for Sheriff, and
her side for school or employment? And is both were triumphantly elected. The same policy was
followed the next year—the year of the great McKinley
it sufficient or even dutiful that she shrinks landslide when both sides were recognized .in the
within tbe aforesaid four walls and contents formation of the county ticket. Fetterolf got tbe Proherself with laboring for their mere temporal tbonotary (Alderfer), Bosler tbe Recorder (Murphy),
needs, while the whole municipality with its Pottstown was awarded the Clerkship and Norristown
various conditions must be their training the Registership. The only break was in the nomin
ation for County Commissioner, when Holland’s man
.field? Is her influence complete without the Hippie was beaten by the farmer vote, which rallied
right to help control these conditions ? How around Hampton. A bitter pill for Holland, of which
many childless women must mother mother he complained exceedingly. Another episode of that
year was, Hastings consenting to present Quay’s name
less children as we see every day in the in the National convention for President, a matter in
churches and charities and not alone the which he was shown to have no heart, and of course be
made a sorry spectacle. The whole, thing was looked
social but the moral welfare relating to the upon as a joke.
• C. T. K.

BATTLE IN NICARAGUA
Government Troops Defeated In Five
Hour Fight With Rebels.
Bluefields, Nicaragua, Dec, 1, by
wireless to Colon.—After flv£ hours’
lighting the revolutionary forces com
manded by General Matuty defeated
1000 Zelayantroops at a point called
Las Sajlnas. Several standards and a
quantity of arms and ammunition fell
Into the hands of General Matuty.
The Zelayaists lost eighty killed and
many wounded. The losses of the revo
lutionary forces, who fought behind
boulders and availed themselves of
every protection, was twenty killed.
The steamer Stvanger arrived from
New York with arms and ammunition.
Recruits have arrived from many
places, and their accession has ma
terially strengthened the revolution.
The impression prevails ar£ong the
revolutionary authorities that the trou
ble cannot last much longer, although
Zelaya claims differently.
Reliable information has been re
ceived to the effect that Zelaya has
(ess than 3000 troops with whom to
attack and regain the Atlantic coast
Groce and Cannon Not Executed T
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 1.—That the two
Americans, Leonard Groce, of Texas,
and Leroy Cannon, of Pennsylvania,
have not been executed by order of
Zelaya, but are Imprisoned near Bluefields, is the intelligence brought here
by Captain Holmes and passengers of
the steamsMp Aetnas. This informa
tion was picked up by wireless as the
Aetnas was passing the Nicaraguan
coast

HEARD PLOT TO KILL
JOHN 0. ROCKEFELLER
Cleveland Police 6uard Oil
Kins’s Mansion.

XMAS IS COM ING!
We Are Ready to Supply Your Wants.
Handkerchiefs
From 5c. to $1.50 each. In Men’s Plain and Initial. In
Ladies’ Plain and Initial.
Children’s Plain and Hem
stitched. Our 12 |c. and 25c. lines are town talk, all pur.
chases handsomely boxed.

Books
From 10c. to 50c. each. For Children, Linen and Paper.
For the Grownups, all the latest fiction from the best
authors. The regular $1.08 books in copyright fiction now
50c. These books make delightful Xmas Gifts.

Chinaware
New designs in Vases, Jugs, and fancy pieces direct from
Japan.

Cut G lass
Just opened an entirely new and brilliant line of novel de
signs. We know pur prices are right.

B ra ss Goods
Mirrors, Picture Frames, Ink Wells, Book Racks in choice
new patterns. See our $1.00 book racks before making
your final decision for that Xmas Gift. ,

Linens
By tbe yard. Napkins to match new showy patterns. In
sets Cloth and Napkins to match in boxes, prices varying
from $5.00 to $11.50 per set.

Hosiery»-in fancy boxes
Men’s Half Hose, 4 pairs in Xmas Box, 50c.
quality, 4 pairs in Xmas Box, $1.00,

A better

Leather Goods

, No better lines of Purses and Bags have ever been shown
dere. Bags from $1.00 to $10.00 each in real seal and
other fancy leathers.
QE#' Buy now, don’t wait until all the good things are gone.
Cleveland, O., Dec. 1.—Acting upon
An early visit is solicited.
Information given by a man who said
th at he overheard a conversation in
which plans *to assassinate John D.
Rockefeller were discussed, the East
Cleveland police guarded Forest Hill,
the oil magnate’s home. Several suspi
cious men were ordered away from the
place.
The police of Cleveland and other
towns in this vicinity are working on
the case.
The information was given by Saw
yer Smith, of Minerva, who declares
th at he heard the plot being hatched
by two men at Alliance, O., on Sunday
night.
Sawyer Smith, who is a lumber
dealer, said that while he was visit
ing in Alliance Sunday night he acci
dentally came near two men near a
railway track.
Smith soon learned that the men
were plotting against Rockefeller and
th at .they were to be paid well for
either killing or kidnapping him. It
was agreed by them that it would be
easier to kill and the reward would be
the same. Smith says.
Extra precaution was used by the
Cleveland police iii guarding Rocke
feller when he departed for his New
York home from the East One Hun
dred and Fifth street station.

^rend linger'd
N O R R IS T O W N , p a .

Idle
D o llars

YOU WANT TO BOY
NELL. REAL ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of ns and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Dollars at work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
servants waking more dollars. Put
Norristown, Fa.
your idle money to work aDd keep it
busy. The

OR
W HEN

AMATEUR
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
you tbe opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars bustling and in
creasing yonr income.
3 PER CENT, paid en Time De
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favohs
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to all.

2300 SW ITCHM EN ST R IKE
Employes of Thirteen Northwestern
Railroads Ask More Pay.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 1.—Switchmen
of all the thirteen railroads in the
great northwest, numbering 2300 em
ployes, went on strike. A strike order
was Issued by Frank T. Hawley, pres
ident of the Switchmen’s Union of
North America. The order affects all
the railroads between Lake Superior
and the Pacific coast. Both sides stand
firm.
The men demand an advance of 6
cents an hour, double pay for all Sun
day work and overtime in excess of
ten hours, and certain changes in ser
vice conditions. At the present time
there is no hope of concessions by the
railroads.

J

OR EXPERT
WHICH WILL EXECUTE
YOUR WILL?
Your best friend has never
done it before—we have made

Christmas Presents.
Our New and Beautiful Line
o f Holiday Goods F ail of
Choicest Selections for the
Christm as Trade is now ready
for the inspection and ap
proval o f a ll who know a good
thing when they see it.

It o a r special business for years.

P enn Trust Co.
Norristown, Pa.

Useful Presents, Beantifnl P res
ents, A ppropriate Presents
Man Tripped by Cord Across Sidewalk In Watches, Diamonds, Sterling Silver
Dies of Injuries.
ware, Fine Umbrellas, Lamps, Cut Glass,
Trenton, N. J., Dec. 1.—The pranks China, Clocks, Novelties in Sterling Sil
of several young boys who stretched a ver, Brass Desk and Smoking Sets. Rings,
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
Bracelets, Fountain Pens, Stylocord across a sidewalk to trip pedes Pins,
graphic Pen, everything to be had in a
in Norristown,
trians resulted In the death of Wil first-class jewelry store.
liam Stelnmetc, a blacksmith. He was
Small deposit will reserve anything un
---- PAYE OPENED A----tripped about a week ago, and In fall til Christmas.
ing cut a deep gash on his head. He
was picked up in an unconscious con
dition and taken to a hospital. The
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
youngsters who stretched the rope ran
away and have not been Identified.
And are now Ready to BEN®*
16 K Main Street,
YATE CLOTHING IE A
Retired Farmer a Suicide at 82.
FIRST-CLASS
Wilmington, Del,, Dec. 1. — While
suffering;with melancholia at his resi
MANNER.
dence, near Middletown, Manlove Da
We
do
altering,
repairing, relining, olea®
vis, aged elghty-two years, a retired
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry
^
farmer, killed himself with a shotgun.
ing, and steam dyeing, of all
ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a't6K ju »
He left a note telling his family that
able rate, and guarantee to do firstCollegeville, Pa.
he had committed suicide. He had
work. We also make suits to orufi .
been ill for several months.
F irst - Class Bread, the very latest style. Goods caliea
and delivered.
90 Per Cent of Deaths Due to Disease.
Cakes,
Pies,
Ithaca, N. Y., Dec. 1.—Ninety per
CollegeviUe, ft
cent of tbe deaths In this country are
Candies, Etc.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. a6'Al
caused by disease, 2 per cent by old
age and about 8 per cent by violence, ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
said Director V. A. Moore, of the State thankful to the public for patronage re
DLL STOCK OF
Veterinary college at Cornell univer ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
sity.
the same.
CHARLES HIIHNT.
New Orleans’ Richest Man Dead.
ist styles, lowest prices»■
New Orleans, Dec. 1.—Isidore New
} are being closed out at g
man, banker and street railroad man,
Advertise Your Rales In the
d
prices.
.
and probably the wealthiest man ia Independent,
•s. Frances B a r r e t t s .
Now Orleans, is dead. He was seventytwo years of age. Mr. Newman’a for
ET YOUR P o sters Printed *’
tune la estimated at 110.000.000.
the Indep endent Ofilee-

KILLED BY BOYS’ PRANK

$9- Alieva Brothers

J. D. SALLADE,

Branch Shop in Collegeville j

NORRISTOWN.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,

ALLEVA BROTHERS,

nts’ Furnishing Goods,

G

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
H E A D Q U A R T E B S

F O R

Men’s F urnishing Goods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE- FURNI8HING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Usderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
*01 keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W M . JE3L. G IL B E R T .

I I TRADE WAR
WITH CANADA
A
n Effort May be Mad e to
Again Revise Tariff.
STAND-PATTERS

PROVOKED

1*3 WEST MAIM STREET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

10-18.

Reductions in Furniture.

Congressman Mann Will Introduce
a Number of Bills In the House
That Is Expected to Open Up the
Tariff Argument—Payne Pooh-Poohs
Revision Talk..

department into two main divisions
of material and personnel, according
to the nature of their duties.
The establishment of a division of
operations of the fleet.
The establishment of a comprehen
sive inspection system of a permanent
organization, whose officers shall be
periodically changed, who will come
mainly from the active fleet and be
conversant with the latest ships and
the modern methods of drill and organ
ization.
The establishment of a moaern and
efficient cost keeping system in the
navy department and at navy yards.
The separation of the navy yard
work -into the two natural divisions of
hull and machinery.
The adoption of a rule that com
mandants and captains of navy yards
shall be selected for their knowledge
and experience and that their tenure
of office shall be long enough to in
sure continuous administrative policy.
A recommendation for the abolish
ment of the bureau of equipment,
whose duties will be divided among
the bureaus of steam engineering, con
struction and repairs and supplies and
accounts.
The abolishment of the board of
construction.

BANNED TEAR PEERS REJECT
EON FARMERS
NEW BUDGET
Value of Crops so Urge Figures Throw Gauntlet to People by
Pass Comprehension.
Adopting Amendment.
REPORT

AGRICULTURE VOTE

Secretary Wilson 8ays High Prices
Helped, But Bumper Crops Also
Played Important P a rt— Result
Investigation Into Price of Meat.

IS

320 TO

75

Great Battle In British Parliament
Over Shifting the Burden of Tax
ation From the Masses to the Rich
Now Goqs to ths Voters.

Washington, Dec. 1.—Most prosper
London, Dec. 1.—With the adoption
Stand-pat Republicans in Washing
ous of all years is the place to which of Lord Lansdowne’s amendment by
Solid Oak Bedroom Suites Reduced from fits to 930; 930 to ton do not like the clamor coming from
1909 is entitled in agriculture, says the house of lords by the vote of 359
various quarters for another revision
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson in his to 75, the climax was reached in the
|$25 | MO to 933. Buy your fu rn itu re now and save dollars.
of the tariff by the present congress.
thirteenth annual report. The value of grave struggle between the peers and
They are very much provoked over
Solid Chain Rag Carpet, from 45 to 65 Cents p e r yard.
farm products is so incomprehensively the people over the shifting of the
the situation and are particularly in
large that it has become merely a row burden of taxation from the masses to
Great Reduction in Prices in l>initer ware.
censed with Representatives James R.
of figures. For this year it is $8,760. the rich and titled landholders.
Mann, of Illinois, who has announced
000,000, a gain of $869,000,000 over
By the adoption of Lord Lans
Mob Whips ’Phone Official.
a purpose to. introduce a series of bills
1908.
downe’s motion declaring that the
H.
C.
Gilchrist,
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
in
the
house
that
is
expected
to
open
Remember our MADE-TO>OR»ER SPITS fbr Men and Boys.
The value of the products has near house of lords “is not justified in giv
up the tariff for serious discussion at superintendent of the local telephone
the coming session. Mr. Mann’s promi exchange at Dawson. Ga., has been ly doubled in ten years. It has paid ing its consent to this bill until it has
off mortgages; it has established been submitted to the judgment of thenence and his affiliation with the Can cruelly whipped by a number of citi
banks; it has made better homes;
country,” the peers fling down the
non organization make his course zens on account of an attempt by him
to force girls employed in the tele has helped to make the farmer a citi gauntlet to the nation.
something to be reckoned with.
zen of the world, and it has provided
Parliament probably will be pro*
Representative Sereno E. Payne, of phone exchange to accept a negro por
him
with means for improving his soil rogued by the king, and the voters of
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
ter
as
escort.
New York, chairman of the committee
.England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales
Gilchrist’s offense was committed on and making it more productive.
on ways and means, who has just
Corn, cotton, wheat, hay and oats will ballot on the budget early in the
W STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM *20 to $10. come to town, pooh-poohs the idea Saturday night. One of the girls was
lead
in
reaching
this
stupendous
re
new year.
that the house may be Induced this detained rather late and was afraid to
A Memorable Day.
winter to revise the tariff in whole as go home alone. Gilchrist told the girl sult. The November farm value of
these staples was: Corn, $1,720,OOQ,
It was a day in the history of the
demanded by Republican insurgents the negro could escort her. She re
in the west e r in part as proposed by fused Indignantly and told her com 000; cotton, $850,000,000; wheat, $725 house of lords long to be remembered.
panions. All the girls in the exchange 000,000; hay, $665,000,000, and oats, The session was given over to the
Representative
Mann.
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1858.
struck
and Gilchrist resigned, stating $400,000,000. Trailing along came po concluding arguments on the budget,
It is a pretty prevalent belief <in
Washington th at the Mann bills, re that the people of Dawson were too tatoes, $212,000,000; tobacco, $100,000, and the debate was the most Interest
000, and sugar, $95,000,000.
ing that has been heard In the upper
lating in the main to the trade rela sensitive about the negro question.
High prices helped to bring this Im chamber in many years.
Meanwhile a mob was gathering,
tions of the United States with Can
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
The interest of the members and
ada, will offer an excuse for agitation and when Gilchrist tried to escape in mense sum to the farmers, but
ALL KINDS OF
by Republicans such as Senator Cum an automobile his car was-halted and bumper crop also played an important other auditors was Intense throughout,
mins, of Iowa, who insists that the he was taken out and whipped till part, as the production of all cereals the galleries were more crowded than
party failed to conform to its platform blood flowed. He also was forced to combined is 4,711,000,000 bushels, an on any preceding day since the debate
pledges of 1908 when it placed the sign an abject apology to the telephone amount considerably greater than that began, and the peers, whose presence,
for any other year except 1906. It ex in view of a probable division, was
Payne tariff act before the president girls and then allowed to go.
ceeds the average of the preceding urgently requested )>y party whips,
We invite your inspection of the largest and best se for approval. One of Mr. Mann’s bills
five years by 6.5 per cent The value gathered in force.
lected stock in the county. Our factory supplies fresh provides for a change in the wood
Seal Bodiee Up In Cherry Mine.
'goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when you can buy pulp print paper schedule of the new
of
all cereals in 1909 has never been
Now the country looks eagerly for
The St. Paul mine, at Cherry, ill.,
the latest patterns for 1909. Parlor Suits a specialty. In
equalled In a previous year. It Is al the consequences, which may limit
ItU grades and our own make. Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up ready tariff law; another exempts Canadian in which 310 coal miners were en
I Jogo out. If you do, you are buying a cat in a bag. See your suit before it Is cov- products from the application of the tombed by Are and explosion on Sat most exactly $3,000,000,000 or 34 per themselves to the result of a general
|ered up and see your coverings before they are put on.
election a few weeks hance, or as most
maximum tariff, and a third provides urday, Nov. 13, has been sealed up. cent above the five-year average.
D. Y. MOWDAY, U ndertaker and Em bslm er,
Prices of Meat.
ministerialists angrily assert, will
for postponing the date upon which The Are was gaining such headway
the maximum tariff shall become ef that it was thought best to cut off all
2*8, 246, 242 and 244 .East Main fit., Morristown,
Secretary Wilson has just finished gather force until the upper house is
air. The shaft will probably. remain a unique investigation relating to the swept out of existence In the near fu
|We take full charge when requested.
Both ’Phones. fective.
Representative Mann announced closed for several weeks.
increase o f wholesale prices of beef ture. The present government has de
The bodies of nearly 200 men are when sold at retail. Inquiries were liberately forced the present issue.
that he was prompted to Introduce the
ItW R 8A LE.
bills because of a fear that if the entombed within its depths. The con made in fifty cities—large, medium The budget, which Is now dead, con
Farms, residences, hotels, building
tariff law was enforced in its present crete wall has hermetically closed the and small—In all parts of the coun tained legislation which the house of
Jiites—all locations, prices and terms,
form a disastrous trade war with Can fl re-seared mouth of the mine. Hope try. and it was found that for the lords had rejected with unquestioned
lilso a number of houses in Norristown,
ada would resu lt This fear Is said to of ever recovering the bodies of these fifty cities the total retail cost charged right In previous bills. To have ap
|lridgeport and Conshohocken.
be shared with some administration victims has vanished in the face of to customers above the wholesale cost proved these measures when Incorpo
Money to loan on first mortgage.
rated with the finance bill would b? in
leaders. Whether the Mann bills will the step taken by the mine officials. paid by the retailers Is 38 per cent.
have the support of the administration The sealing of the mine was the last
A gross profit of 20 per cent was effect for the house of lords to resign
THOS. B. WILSON;
has not been disclosed. Nor is it recourse.
found In New York city and in Phila all legislative functions. This clear
|M 5 .
Eagleville, Pa. AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF known what attitude Speaker Cannon
delphia, 36 per cent in Boston, 17 per question, unfortunately, cannot go be
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable will assume toward the measures. In
Washington’s Tent Sold.
cent In Baltimore, 42 per cent In fore the country at the pending elec
prices, including oae new surrey.
Miss Mary Custis Lee, of Rich Washington, 46 per cent in Chicago, tion. It Is only one of the Issues to
addition to the significance attached to
|We have quite a number
the purpose of Mr. Mann’s move to mond, Va., the only daughter of Gen 26 per cent In Cincinnati, 23 per cent be decided. Both sides display equal
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150 | revise the tariff by reason of the fact eral Robert E. Lee, the Confederate In Omaha, 39 per cent in St. Louis, confidence at the opening of the fray.
upward. Pianos for rent.
th at he is one of the chief lieutenants leader, has sold the George Washing Mo.; 64 per cent In Mobile, Ala., and
of Inquiries
of Speaker Cannon, Mr. Mann has ton tent, in which piece of canvas the 37 per cent in Denver, Colo. The
HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa. been a frequent caller at the White Father of his Country lived during the North Atlantic states exacted the
FOR FARMS !
Hopse lately, and it is understood that Revolutionary War, to the Valley smallest profit and the south central
he acquainted the president with his Forge Museum of Pennsylvania for states the largest.
pf you wish to sell send
j ■determination to introduce bills for a | $5000, which proceeds have been do
Another feature of the Investigation
partial revision of the tariff.
nated by Miss Lee to the Home for showed that the lower th e grade of
us word.
Needy j Confederate Women in this beef the greater the percentage of
The administration, it is known, i
against loss by death from disease or accicity.
gross profit. In Boston, for Instance,
dentin be L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E very much concerned over the presec
G O T W A LS & B E Y E R ,
The tent has been an heirloom in the rate of gross profit is nearly twice
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. trade relations of this country with
Main 8t
NORRISTOWN. PA. Full amount of appraisement paid when loss Canada, and is apprehensive that com the family of the Virginia Lees since as great for beef costing 8 cents at
occnrs.
mercial warfare with Canada would be the Revolutionary days.
wholesale as for beef costing 11 and
I. Z. REINER, President.
more hurtful in its influence upon
11% cents. Low priced beef Is mark
JOHN
W.
BARRY,
Sec’y,
Eagleville.
New
Butter
Swindle.
A. BOOM EY,
American trade than would be the I
ed up nearly twice as much relatively
WM. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
Through the arrest and the indict
minimum rates to Canadian products,
as high priced beef. In other words,
(F O R M E R L Y O P N O R R IS T O W N ,)
as well as to the products of other I ment by the federal grand Jury of A. perhaps it is a safe Inference th at the
A p p r a is e r s !
Mahanoy City, Pa., Dec. 1.—Every
E. Graham, of Janesville, Wis., the
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville; H. H. countries, while certain senators and United States authorities say that they poor people pay nearly twice as much twenty-four hours is increasing the
ROBISON, Collegeville; W E. BEAN, representatives contend that through
profits as the well-to-do people pay.
seriousness of the drought in this re
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East the instrumentality of the maximum have disclosed the operations- of an
gion, adding to the perplexities of the
Farmers' Share of Profits.
Penn St., NorrlstowD.
and minimum tariff they reviewed the organized gang of butter swindlers
coal companies, Industries and other
who are working the country.
An Inquiry was also made to find If, consumers of water. The New Boston
rates upward instead of downward.
GRATERFORD , PA.
By means of a machine perfected by In the ascending prices of meat, the
Th* Courtship Gate.
Women Die to Save Their Men.
Graham, oleomargarine was refined prices of the farmers’ beef cattle and colliery, owned by Jones, Delano &
i Shoeing of road and track horses a
We have been shown a design for an
Firing from the doorway of their and given the appearance, taste and hogs have Increased In proportion to Co., employing 600 men and boys, shut
pwialty. First-class new and repair upholstered -front gate which seems
home
at Williamson, W. Va., on a smell of creamery butter, it is de the retail prices, and the conclusion down as a result of the drought.
fork in all branches of blacksmithing, at destined to become very popular. The
In this city and Girardville the sup
sheriff’s
posse to give husband and
popular prices.
footboard is cushioned, and there is a father tim e to escape, Mrs. Charles clared. The alleged fraud was detect was reached th at the farmer has fail ply is limited to a few hours daily to
only after analysis of some of the ed to receive a share of the higher
J Your patronage solicited.
warm soapstone on each side, the in Daniels and her sixteen-year-old ed
the homes, while little, if any, is sent
“butter.”
beef prices with regard to the raw to the collieries.
§&3m.
side step being adjustable, so th at a daughter were shot to death near
animal.
He,
however,
gets
some
re
short girl can bring her lips to the Devon.
So far the Reading has used tank
Rabbits Lure Dogs to Death.
turn for the high-priced com that he
line of any given mustache without
Many valuable hunting hounds have feeds to his steers, but not a return trains which ply between Lakeside and
The tragedy grew out of a family
trouble. If the gate is occupied at feud between the Christians and Dan met their death by electrocution on
Girardville, supplying the dozen or
10:30 p. m., an Iron hand extends from iels on the borders of Kentucky and the third rail In New Jersey since equal to 60 cents a bushel for his more collieries with more than 209
cprn,
which
is
the
price
for
the
last
jC R A T E R S F O R D . P A .
one gate post, takes the young man by West Virginia. The Christians live in the gunning season opened, and the
tanks as a cost exceeding $250 a day.
two years. As for the unfed steer, It
In the Ashland and Shamokln dis
BEEF, VEAL, the left ear, turns him around, and he Mingo county, West Virginia,’and the rabbits seem to have learned th at they does not participate in the upward
is a t onee started toward home by a Daniels in Pike county, Kentucky.
tricts Gordon reservoir and the Sus
can
end
the
chase
and
save
their
little
movement
of
prices
in
its
farm
value.
HUTTON,
steel foot. The girl can, if she likes,
quehanna river are being utilized to
About three weeks ago George lives by luring the hounds across the
set this part at a later hour than 10:30. Christian ventured to the Kentucky railroad tracks. Very few rabbits are
keep the collieries in operation.
PORK, and
—Jones County (Ga.) News.
Park Place, Morea and several ether
INJURED MIDDY IM PRO VES
side and was killed by Jim Daniels. killed on the rails.
a ll kinds o f
Individual operations are being work
With one leap they can clear both
The men were brothers-in-law and had
Gibraltar’s Searchlight Battery.
third rails, while the pursuing dog Earl Wilson, Football Victim, Is Able ed only every other day on account of
formerly been allies.
Dressed
the lack of water. At Lakeside, the
For ships to pass around Gibraltar,
to Sit Up.
The Chritsians swore out warrants generally meets Its fate or is shocked
Poultry.
source of the Reading’s supply, the
England’s and the world’s greatest for Jim Daniels and his brother so badly th at It gives up the chase.
Annapolis,
Md.,
Dec.
L
—
For
the
►fed la COLLEGEVILLE every Tues- fortress, without being observed even
first time since the accident on Oct. water is fast diminishing, and it is
Charles and led a posse of Pike county
aay, Thursday aud Saturday.
Stabbed Sweetheart to Death.
a t night is a practical impossibility, officers to serve them at the Daniels
16, . when a verebrae of his neck was only a question of a short time until
8°- per pound for veal calves and owing to the great battery of search
Miss E tta Burba, the twenty-year- broken during a football game. Mid even this is exhausted.
home.
extra for delivery.
lights arranged along the bottom of
When the officers had approached old daughter of a mill owner at Vin shipman Earl D. Wilson was able to
Poultry and Eggs bought.
the rock. A ship running either in or within a few feet of the house, Mrs. cennes, Ind., was stabbed to death by sit up. His general condition remains
Faces Death For Assault.
41 orders promptly attended to.
ont runs into one of the fixed beams Daniels and her daughter opened fire her lover, Oscar Savage. Savage had good and his spirits excellent.
Wilmington, Del., Dec. 1. — George
of light and is revealed. A moving with rifles, one of the posse receiving been drinking and Burba tried to eject
A course of electrical and massage Colobo, a Greek, charged with felon
him from the house, when he turned treatment has been begun and good ious assault on Mary Lefkowicz. a tenbeam of light then follows her until a bullet in the arm.
the lookout officers are satisfied as to
year-old Polish girl, in his room at 407
Mrs. Daniels was first shot down upon the father with a knife. Miss results are expected.
her intentions.—Popular Mechanics.
and her daughter stood over her and BurbB rushed between her father and
Since the operation on Nov. 14 there West Second street, was found guilty
fired upon the posse until she dropped her enraged lover and, blind with rage, has been a slight improvement in the by a jury in court after the trial had
been before them for two days. The
Clothes.
dead across her mother, pierced by he drove the knife Into her heart. She paralysis.
fell at his feet and died Instantly.
penalty for this charge is death. The
“Clothes don’t make the man, quot- three bullets.
r o yersfo r d , p a .
ew e is one of the most vile ones that
ed a sage.
By their self-sacrifice the mother
Travels Fast on Skis.
HARRIMAN LEFT $149,000,000 was ever heard here.
“They made me!” said a retired
and daughter had enabled the men to
Nels Larsen, a Norwegian, gave a
D
PRICE LIST.
tailor.
escape.
remarkable exhibition of proficiency Dead Magnate’s Estate Appraised at
Sew^.pfc 4 jn?h, 3% cents per foot.
“And where should I be if it wasn’t
in the use of skis at Caldwell, N. J.
That Figure.
Reorganization In the Navy.
“
H68’ « lnches, 8 cents per foot. for suits?” chimed in a lawyer’s clerk.
«
8 “
<i
..
<909
19091
He
ran down the western slope of
New York, Dec. 1.—The final ap
A sweeping reorganization of the
[« .
“
10 •* 80
“
» «
naval establishment of th e United Caldwell mountain to Plnebrook. a praisal of the estate of the late E. H.
Something From Nothing.
i m o r a i SSI
distance of nearly four miles, In four Harriman, as completed In Orange
“It is impossible to take something States war begun on Dec. 1. Practi
Build’ b 20 “ 50 “ “ “
jllee, lnR blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a from nothing,” quoted the wise guy. cally the whole reorganization scheme and three-quarter minutes. Larson county, puts it at $149,000,000. The es
covered the first mile in about half a tate'is made up of railroad stocks and
“Well, yon come pretty close to it was put into operation without addi minute.
and $12 per 1000.
bonds, principally Union Pacific and
tional legislation by congress.
when
you
take
the
conceit
ont
of
some
Piece. FeBoe Posts, for wire or rail,
Southern Pacific, and real estate.
The
principal
features
of
the
reor
people,” added the simple mug.—Phil
Powdered 3aby With Arsenic; Dead.
ganization are as follows:
81-00 per foot.
adelphia Record.
A neighbor woman, who was taking
The creation of an advisory council care of th e : twelve months-old baby of
§toewaik so’ v3-00 eac“General Pooth Faces Blindness.
Boorstenpin
06,118 Per square foot.
of
four officers of rank and experi Mrs. Frank Davis, of Salisbury, 111.,
London, Dec. 1.—A cataract is ra
A wise man thinks before he speaks,
B>8on
PortPA
?^3?’
25
<»“ts
per
foot.
w"i»iana
"QA
ett
nd CemAnt
Cement, ti
$1.40 per bar- b at a fool speaks and then thinks of ence to act as advisers to the secre sprinkled the child with powdered ar pidly forming on the remaining eye of
tary of the navy.
I Tulare tree.
senic which she mistook for talcum General Booth, head of the Salvation
w hat he has been saying.
Bell Phone 4-Y.
The grouping of the bureaus of the nowder. The baby died.
Army. An operation Is inevitable.
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FARM AND GARDEN.

PLAN FOR DRYING FRUIT.
An E v ap o rato r T ak es th e Place of Old
Method.

The old way of drying apples,
peaches and other fruit in the sun is
not always desirable on account of
the worms and bugs getting into the
dried product and also from the fact
that much loss results from the un
certainty of the weather. Then the
fruit is of better quality when dried
in the evaporator. A few dollars’ out
lay and a little time spent in the dull
season, when other farm work Is not
pressing, will be all that is necessary
to construct an evaporator that is
equal in all the essentials to one that
would cost many times that amount.
One corner of some outbuilding prop
erly arranged with the heating stove
to furnish the heat and you have the

1Z-J

A HOMEMADE FRUIT DRIER.

beginning already, for you will have
two sides already built, but it would
be more accessible If constructed in
the center of the room.
A very convenient size is four feet
square with a small door near the
floor to permit access to the stove and
another door three feet or more from
the floor, which Is the full width of
the evaporator and reaches to the ceil
ing with hinges a t the bottom, so that
it may be let down on to some support
and so form a shelf when open.
The stovepipe should be arranged in
the form of a spiral so as to throw off
as much heat as possible, and this
may be accomplished by using com
mon elbows and a few short joints of
pipe. Set the first elbow on the stove
opening and turn the nest one hori
zontally. making a t least one circuit
of the compartment within a foot of
the top of the stove, completing an
approximate circle about three feet in
diameter. Then the pipe may be car
ried outside through a convenient
opening and run up, either on the in
side of the main building or outside.
Only one set of .trays may be used
In this evaporator, and these will be
held in place by cleats nailed to the
inside at such intervals as will allow
the trays to slide one above the other
and should extend from ju st above the
coil of pipe to the ceiling. The trays
when filled with fruit are put in and
removed through the large upper door
and are so constructed th at they fill the
space entirely, being four feet square.
Tbe trays should be made so that
they can be used either side up. Bight
pieces of lumber one and one-quarter
inches square and four feet long with
a piece of half inch mesh galvanized
wire netting four feet square are the
materials used for one tray. The net
ting stretched and nailed between the
two pieces make a good reversible
tray four feet square and one and onequarter inches deep.

REMARKABLE FARMS.

HUNTING ROCK HARES.

N atu ral H ot W a te r P ro d u cts N ear th e
A rctic Circle.

A F leet L ittle Anim al Found Among
th e Sand H ills of A rabia.

What is perhaps the most remarka
ble farm in the world is located in
Alaska on a small tributary of the
Tanana river, only 125 miles south of
the arctic circle. It is owned and
managed by J. F. Karshner. Karshner
a few years ago was engaged in hunt
ing gold when he came across some
thing which astonished h i m, very
much. It was a little stream of hot
water. He traced the stream to a
spring, which was likewise hot. and
it presently became obvious that a
considerable area was underlaid by
such springs. Promptly deciding that
this was a discovery more profitable
than a gold mine, Karshner gave up
prospecting, obtained a quantity ot
vegetable seeds of various kinds and
started in to raise garden truck.
The temperature in that region
sometimes falls to 65 degrees below
zero in winter, but a natural system
of hot water heating, free of cost, was
just the thing for truck gardening
near the arctic circle, where potatoes
have a market value of 25 cents a
pound and. other vegetables bring
prices in proportion.
The Karshner farm occupies a flat
area with a convenient slant toward
the south. Hot water oozing out of the
ground forms three small streams,
which empty into the nearby river.
The warm spring extends over a dis
tance of about a mile, and. as the
owner says, “the heat in the ground
has to be felt to be believed.” He
adds: “I have never seen vegetables
grow as they do here. The place has
a climate of its own. Often there is
no frost when it is freezing every
where else.”The hot water farm er has seventy
hens. He has also six fine pigs. His
crop of potatoes this year will be 100
tons, a t 350 bushels to the acre. To
bacco has made a great growth. To
matoes are a success. Squashes of
several kinds are grown, some of them
weighing as much as fifty-three
pounds. Karshner gets $1 apiece for
his muskmelons.
This hot water market garden must
be a wonder in Its way, but it is doubt
ful whether its owner deserves as
much credit, as belongs to Frank L.
Howard.- United States commissioner
at Coldfootr AIaska, sixty miles north
of the ifrcfic circle, who in the raising
of potatoes and other vegetables for
market gets over the difficulty of the
climate by starting them in tin cans
in the house. When the weather be
comes warm enough he transplants
them to the open.
Mr. Howard’s market garden is the
most successful to be found north of
the arctic circle.
He protects his
young cabbages from frost on cold
nights by covering them with beer bot
tles, the bottoms and necks of which
have been knocked off. In these “jack
ets,” as he calls them, they flourish,
and by June 10, when they have grown
sufficiently to fill the bottles, they are
uncovered. In the first week of Sep
tember they are harvested.
In central Florida pineapples are
largely grown nowadays under sheds
of lattice. These sheds, elevated on
posts at a height of about seven feet
from the ground usually, in some in
stances cover as much as ten acres of
land. Their main object is to protect
the growing fruit against frost, though
it is claimed that pineapples raised
under them are more delicate in tex
ture and of superior flavor.
In market gardens near Boston mel
ons are grown in slings so that they
will ripen evenly. Muskmelons are
grown on arbors, each fru it being sup
ported by a piece of board about a
foot square, on which it is turned ev
ery day or two. Strawberries are
grown in pots in greenhouses, tbe clus
ters of fruit being supported by wires,
so that they shall not touch the earth.
F atten in g P lace F o r C hickens.

Every poultry raiser knows what a
feed hopper is and how it saves a
waste of feed. It may be made of
wood, but galvanized iron (No. 26) is
better. Such a one as is shown in the
illustration will hold about sixty
pounds of meal or 100 pounds of grain.
The hopper may be divided into three
compartments for different kinds of
feed. It should be bung up by hooks.

Back to th e F arm .

There are three all important thiDgs
to be weighed by the city man who
wishes to return to the farm. The
first is his wife. If she is in . every
sense of the word a helpmate, loves
the country and can give up what she
has been used to in the city for the
sake of the children and the building
of a real home, then the prospects are
fairly favorable to begin with.
The second thing to be considered is
your years and capacity for work; the
third, what is your capital. If all
these are favorable, don’t lose a day in
trying to get suitably located. If any
one of these points is doubtful, delib
erate well and move slowly. If you
have a fat bank account and a wife
tied to the fieshpots of the city you
can do nothing in the country; but, on
the other hand, if your wife be one
with you heart and soul, then capital
might at a pinch be forgotten.
As to the second point—that of years
and capacity for work—this is very
important, because so many of those
who are earnestly desirous of forsak
ing the city today are well advanced
in years, who think that the country
would afford them an easy means of
earning a living. There is nothing easy
o n th e f a rm

How long the Arab has inhabited the
lieserts of the near east is a much dis
cussed question. How long he has in
dulged in the old time sport of falconry
it is equally difficult to say. Sure it is
that this keen blooded race has not
lived all these centuries in those sun
scorched wastes without some sort of
recreation, and his delights today are
probably much the same as those of
his ancestors a couple of thousand
Vears ago.
Curious to see what natural sport
these barren regions could afford, the
writer accepted an invitation to join a
party of Syrian Arabs for a week’s
hunting. Our quarry was the rock
bare, an animal about tbe size of an
English rabbit, but with very fine de
veloped ears, which frequents these
deserts in small numbers, living on
what seauty herbage it can find.
We started straight away in search
of it by forming a chain about a quar
ter of a mile long and drawing like
ly tracts of desert in long semicircular
sweeps. The herbage was very scant
indeed. These sand hills, being scorch
ed by a tropical sun and having a
yearly rainfall of only some three
inches, support but few plants of any
kind. I noticed a few insectivorous
birds pursuing their prey with keen
voracity, as though they found it hard
to make a living, but.saw no trace of
wild animals.
On we marched in silent order, mere
ly following the lead of our falcon
bearer, whose face seemed invariable,
his manner unmoved. Hours passed
by. It was now 11 o’clock. The sun
was - hot above us, drying up pur
parched lips. I began to think that
rock bares must be a myth when sud
denly the hound leaped forward with
a great bound, our horses instinctively
following at full gallop. But we had
not far to go. It was only a “garbour.” The bound was soon up to it,
and I thought it was all over; but. no—
the little creature leaped, as it were,
right out of his mouth.
One spring brought the greyhound
alongside again, but again this agile
quadruped had slipped out of the
grasp of his sharp teeth. The speed of
the tiny thing was so great and its
actions so sudden that it was as much INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871.
as the eye could do to follow it at
all. Again its great pursuer sprang
upon it; again this nimble animal
slipped from his very jaws. But it
was no good. It was outclassed in
size. These great leaps shook the very
life breath from its frail body.
At last it fell an easy prey to its re
lentless enemy, and one crunch put an
end to its miseries. It was an inter
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
esting little beast, its body about tbe
size of a rat. it carried a fine long
coat, was gray on the back, with white
under the belly, having a long bony
tail with a pretty tuft at the end. But
Its hind legs were its great feature.
They were very long, being, like those
of the kangaroo, specially adapted for
Insurance In Force: S12,000,000.
jumping. I noted, too, that each hind
foot was provided with only three toes,
whereas on those of the fore legs,
Office o f th e Company s
which were very Short, there were the
normal five. Altogether it was a most
COLLEGEVI LEE, PA.
Interesting and sporting specimen.—
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
“Near East.”

i

Double
Coupons
This W eek

T h ree T ightw ads.

Speaking of tightwads, a Texas pa
per says: It is reported that three of
the stingiest men in the state were in
town yesterday. One of them will not
drink as much water as he wants un
less it is from another man’s well. The
second forbids any of his family from
writing anything but a small hand, as
it is a waste of ink to make large let
ters. The third stops his clock at
night in order to save wear and tear
on the machinery. All of them decline
to take their county paper on the
ground th at it is a terrible strain on
their spectacles to read newspapers
even in the daytime.

H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.

FARM ERS,
Here is what you need.

Forty-fifth

WE PUT “WOOL”

ON YOUR BACK
These suits and overcoats, mark you, are handtailored, and we have been selling them too long
to require any lengthy description. No one dis
putes the fact that they are the best $20 suit values
in Pottstown at $15. No other store has ever
equaled their value. Thirty styles to select from.
All new fabrics and shades are included. Suits
and overcoats that are guaranteed to fit perfectly
and hold thpir shape; sizes to fit big, stout men,
short men, slim men, and regular built men. The
same value anywhere else at $20, here at $15.

. Suits
{

$7.50 to $35 Overcoats

f PROYEN')
VALUE
( G IV E R S J

. W E CLOTHED YOUR
GRANDFATHER 45 YEARS
AGO. W H Y NOT YOU?

}

n ra .^
CAR PARE PAIP.

W E ’V E S T IR R E D !
T H E

TO W N

Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale!
Has set the Whole Town
Agog !

I n Apiost Fire ani Storm.

D escendants of David.

brating our

AnniversaryExtra Birthday Bargains and Double
Silver Coupons until Saturday Evening.

Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire
Insurance Company

The history of the Sassoons is one
of the most dramatic in the very dra
matic story of the Hebrew race. The
original Sassoon was a Bombay mer
ch an t but the family is descended
from a group known as Ibn Shoshan,
who at one time held the position of
nossi of Toledo. The name Shoshan.
which signifies “lily” in Hebrew, was
gradually transformed into Sassoon,
signifying “gladness.” The family
claim DaVidlc descent, and Abraham
Sassoon, who flourished in the seven
teenth century, stated that he was a
direct descendant of Shephatiab, the
fifth son of David. Not only are there
many references to tbe name in He
brew mediaeval literature, but men
tion of i t is made in the Talmud.—Lon
don M. A. P.

W e are cele

GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and
neve$ before sold so rapidly.
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on hand
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you howl
anxious we are to sell.

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT
$4.00 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
CC
3.50
“
“
:: 2.70
((
3.00
**
"
:: 2.35
<t
2.50
“
“
:: 1.85
<
2.00
“
“
:: 1.55
«(
1.50
“
:: 1.30
€

There is no time like the
present to assure yourself of
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full
good crops for the future, es
BARGAINS
in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
pecially as your prosperity is
measured by the crops you pro
duce.
POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.
There is only one way to as

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S , , 4Ip 3VgtH8totw n e t|

sure bounteous crops, and that
is by using sufficient plant food.
If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.

W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
“This circular describing the MountA SELF FEEDING HOPPER.
ingvue says you can sit at the dinner cal condition, and to produce
so that the bottom will be about five table and see the beautiful mountain results.

CULBERT’S
DRUG S T O R E
COLLEGEVTLLE, PA.

Food Scarce.

inches above the floor. A platform un
derneath on which the fowls ‘ may
stand while feeding should go with
the hopper. This prevents litter from
being scratched into the hopper. The
sloping cover of the hopper prevents
it being used by chickens for. a roost.
The total cost of construction for' this
Is about $4. A grit hopper, made of
the same material, hemmed in about
the edges with wire, can be UBed for
grit, shell and charcoal.
D airy F igures.

The dairy population of the United
States is about 21,000,000, or one cow
to every five people. The average
yield, according to official figures, is
only about 3.500 pounds a year, or,
roughly, five quarts a day on the aver
age. I t is figured that each person in
tbe country eats about twenty pounds
of butter each year. 'Very little butter
is imported.

peaks,” said tbe man who contemplat
ed going.
“That is true,” replied the one who
had been, “and th at’s just about all
you can see.”—Yonkers Statesman.
He W ouldn’t Die.

Mrs. Peachblow—Why does your hus
band carry such a tremendous amount
of life insurance when he’s in such per
fect health? Mrs. Flicker—Oh, just to
tantalize me. Men are naturally cruel.
—Life.
N ot U nanim ous.

She—There’s Mrs. Toozle. She seems
quite reconciled to the death of her
first husband. He—Yes, but I’m afraid
her second never will be.-^Ulustrated
Bits.
In the adversity of our best friends
we often find something which does
not displease us.—Rochefoucauld.

A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

C O L L E C E V IL L E

Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kind* of Cemetery Work in Plain

by

and Artietic Designs. All Work guar

H. T. HUNNICKER,
Iroubridge, Pa.

anteed. Estimates furnished.

j . K, CLEMMER A NON,
Bprlng Manat, Pa.
FRANK BARNDT,
Green Lane, Pa.
HILLEGANN A KRAUSE,
Pennsbnrg, Pa.
JOHN H. FARINGER,
R. D. No. SI, Norristown, Pa.

M ain St. Collegteville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advei
ing medium in the middle section of M o n t g o m e i
county. If you have anything to sell—no matt01!
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this pap®1’’

